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Predicted high and low temp­
eratures Saturday In Kelowna 
and Penticton 35 and 42. Kam­
loops 25 and 40, Temperatures re­
corded Thursday in Kelowna 21 
and 35 with a trace of snow.
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B R ILLIA N T  POLISH  SCIENTIST 
G R A N T E D  -  P R O TEC TIO N  IN U .S .
" WASHINGTON (AP) —Attorney-General Rogers to­
day announced the defection to the West of Dr. Jerzy Leon 
Nowinski, internationally known Polish scientist.
The attorney-general said that Dr. Nowinski, a special­
ist in thermoelasti?ity was granted asylum in the United 
States Thursday.
His specialty is a field of mathematical theory involving 
the stresses on metals and other materials under varying 
temperatures. Knowledge in that field is particularly valu­
able in dealing with the problems of air friction heat en­
countered in jet aviation, rocketry, and in handling the 
extreme temperatures of nuclear reactions.
W EA T H ER  CO-OPERATES W ITH SKATERS
Crisp, cold nights made sheets 
of ice out of most ponds in Kel­
owna and district. This provid­
ed golden opportunities for old 
and young alike to get a taste 
of skating in the wide-open
spaces, on natural Ice. The 
above scene taken on the Kel­
owna Golf and Country Club
pond was typical of all others 




OTTAWA (CP) — Finance Minister Donald Fleming 
said today the Canadian government will send a note to : the 
United States government protesting the recent presidential order 
restricting imports of crude oil in the Pacific coast area.
He made the statement in the Commons after Opposition 
Leader St. Laurent and CCF Leader Coldwell asked whether 
there had been any exchange of notes on the matter.
Mr. Coldwell said he felt the “voluntary” import restric­
tions ordered by President Eisenhower Dec. 24 were a violation 
of declarations of economic co-operation made following the 
NATO summit meeting in Paris. He suggest6d the Canadian 
government send a strong note of protest to Washington. -
Mr.* Fleming shid the'U.S. re­
strictions on Canadian oil import 
make no sense.
BY THE CANADIAN PRESS
Route To
WELLINGTON, N.Z. (CP)—A 
team of New* Zealand polar ex­
plorers led by Sir Edmund Hil­
lary reached the South Pole to­
day after a 1,300-mile overland 
haul 1>y dog teams and tractors 
across the Antarctic continent.
Hillary, conqueror of Mount 
EveAgt, thus became the first 
man to reach the pole by the 
overland route since Capt. Rob­
ert Scott’s ill-fated expedition in 
1912.
Scott reached the pole Jan. 12 
of that year with four compan-
Dr. Vivian Fuchs, an experienced 
explorer, was reported 300 miles 
from the pole Thursday.
They were to cross the pole 
and meet the New Zealand party 
on the McMurdo Sound side of 
the Antarctic early in January.
Then the two groups were to 
join up and head bach to Mc­
Murdo Sound, completing the 
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Amundsen of Norway had about 
a month earlier become the first 
man to reach the bottom of the 
world.
An air-supplied American vil­
lage situated at the pole greeted 
• Hillary after his harrowing dash 
through the snow and ice of the 
white continent.
••HELL-BENT” RACE
Hillary serlt the news of his 
arrival by radio tonight to the 
New Zealand Ross Sea Commit- 
.tee, organizers of the expedition.
The news reached Wellington 
eight days after Hillary had dra­
matically radioed that he was 
“hell-bent” for the pole.
The lean, rugged New Zea­
lander sprang into the world’s 
headlines 4V4 years ago by 
conquering the world’s highest 
mountain.
To. reach the world’s southern­
most point today Hillary’s party 
must have pressed on toward the
Sale wjlhout taking (ts usual day* me rest. Hillary’s reported po­
sition Thursday night was 45 
miles from the pole.
Scott, who perished In a bliz­
zard on the return journey, used 
sleighs pulled*by ponies and dogs 
after experiments with motor 
sleds proved unsatisfactory. He 
bad set out from Ross Island in 
November, 1911.
‘By contrast, Hillary accom- 
lishcd his feat with the aid of 
enow tractors, sleds and dog 
teams.
But he took longer because 
when he set out from McMurdo 
sound on the coast of the polar 
continent last October he did not 
intend to go to .the pole at all. His 
aim - was to lay down supply 
depots and find a route for a 
British party crossing from tlio 
other side of the continent,
The British expedition, led by
in toa state of high'excitement to-' 
day by w ord ‘that Sir Edmund 
Hillary's New Zealand team has 
reached the south pole after a 
hard overland journey.
We haven’t  heard from him
directly, but we are perfectly de­
lighted by press reports that he 
has reached his goal,” said a 
spokesman.
The New Zealand high commis­
sioner in London, Sir Clifton 
Webb, immediately sent a mes­
sage in which he told Hillary:
“As London welcomed you after 
Everest, so again we extend 
hearty congratulations to you and 
all- the New Zealand party on 
your splendid achievement in 
reaching the south pole.”
T9$s_.jqews -..agency . reported 
here meanwhile that a Russian 
Antarctic party on its way to­
wards the “pole of inaccessibil­
ity’’—-the centre of the Antarctic 
continent—has arrived at a depot 
235 miles from Mirny, the main
Soviet base/
The party of 10 tractors, - 20 
sleds and 30 men took seven days 
to reach, the depot. Weather con­
ditions were bad with a snow 
storm raping for several days and 
poor visibility.
CALCUTTA, India (Reuters)— 
Sherpa mountain guide Tenzing 
Norkay, who scaled,Mount Ever­
est with Sir Edmund Hillary in 
1953, today sent “heartiest con­
gratulations to my friends” when 
tol£ HiUanL’f  ..reaching «4he
south pole. •
He telephoned from his home 
in Darjeeling, 600 miles north of 
Calcutta: “Nothing succeeds like 
success* He has added yet an­
other feather to his cap.”
(Special to The Courier) |
PENTICTON — Plans for the 
largest sub-division ever known 
in Penticton were announced to­
day by a group of local business­
men .
Located in the Penticton hos­
pital area the new estate will 
cover 51-acres and eventually 
have 217 NHA specification 
homes on It. '
Survey work will commence 
immediately with roads, water, 
light and sewer facilities follow­
ing "within a few weeks.”
Mayor Charles C. Oliver greet­
ed the news as “the finest way a 
city could go into a New Year.” 
“This is the kind of optimism 
in our city’s future we like ,to 
see.” he said. “The news of such 
a development so early in the 
New Year is really tremendous.”
R C M P  Search 
For Nelson M an
NELSON (CP). RCMP are 
trying to trace William Smith, 
administrator of the Nakusp Hos-
Rltal, who Vanished from HIr ome Monday, presumably In his 
own car which also is missing.
Smith arrived in the Kootcnays 
a yetjr ago from Vancouver and 
worked at Cnstlcgnr for n time. 
Ha had been administrator of the 
Nakusp hospital for six months 
pnd had a  private bookkeeping 
practice.
Penticton
Average price of lots on the new 
sub division will be $2,000 with 
all services hooked up.
Most of the houses will be built 
by local contractors and placed 
on the market as conditions war­
rant.
It is hoped that the first 37 
lots will be ready for sale before 
the end of January or early in 
February.
Syd Hodge, spokesman for-the 
development company, said the 
new division was the result of 
two years planning.
“It has been a lot of work, but 
we felt confident that the need 
was there,” he said.
Designed on a contour basis the 
sub-division will command fine 
views of Lakes Okanagan and 
Skaha.
Douks Reported Ready 




■ OTTAWA (CP) — Acting Im­
migration Minister Davie Fulton 
said today in the Commons he 
will review the file on Christian 
George Hanna.
J. W. Pickersgill, former Lib 
eral immigration minister, had 
asked Whether Mr. Fulton would 
bring the Commons up to date on 
the Hanna case in which the min­
ister had taken an interest when 
he was in opposition.
Mr. Fulton said he has not 
altered his view of a year ago 
that Hanna should be given a 
reasonable chance to start life in 
Canada. Hanna had not come to 
the department’s notice in any 
adverse manner.
Mr. Fulton said he has no con­
firmation of that but will look 
into the matter.
Hanna was permitted to enter 
Canada a year ngo when he said 
he had no citizenship papers and 
was s p e n d i n g  his life on 
freighters. He was quoted re­
cently as saying he wants a job 
at sea.
OTTAWA— Resources Minister 
Alvin Hamilton announced today 
the federal government is pre­
pared to share with the provinces 
the cost of building forest access 
roads this winter.
He said in the Commons that 
Parliament will be asked to vote 
$1,000,000 at the current session 
to cover anticipated.federal ex­
penditure. The plan was expected 
to provide jobs tor 1,000 to 2,000 
men. ,
Under the proposed plan, the 
provinces would have to agree to 
complete construction by June 30.
On Dec. 19, Mr. Hamilton an­
nounced the government planned 
to speed up various projects in 
Canada’s national parks and on 
the Mackenzie highway, which 
runs from Alberta’s Peace River 
country into the Northwest Ter­
ritories. He said then this would 
provide some 1,500 new jobs.
The new :plan, ,Mr.._Hamiltpn 
3aidrwould assist' the provinces 
to build needed access roads for 
fire, protection. The amount of 
federal participation would de­
pend on the response of the prov­
inces.
Under questioning by former 
Liberal resources minister Jean 
Lesage, Mr. Hamilton said the 
assistance would be provided un­
der forest fire protection agree­
ments signed with the provinces.
The steps announced by Mr. 
Hamilton form part of a broad 
federal works program to help 
combat high winter unemploy­
ment.
Other features of the .program 
include provision of an additional 
$150,000,000 to stimulate house 
building, a speed-up in a $10,- 
000,000 shipbuilding plan, and ac­
celerated works projects, involv­
ing $3,500,000 by the goverriment- 
owried CNR. '
431 in the 1957-58 fiscal, year
which ends March 31. Total fed­
eral spending for the', year has 
been estimated at $5,400,000,000.
Mr. Fleming said he hopes this 
will be the last' time the govern­
ment will have to ask Parliament 
for interim supply. -By Jan. 31 it 
was to be hoped that Parliament 
would have approved all esti­
mates of government spending 
for the current fiscal year.
C O M M O N S  REOPENS
OTTAWA (CP) -  The govern­
ment today asked Parliament to 
approve .January expenditures of 
$272,000,00Q.
Finance Minister Donald Flem­
ing said that if approval is given, 




OTTAWA (CP) -  An RCAF air­
craft will leave Montreal at 2 
p.m. today fqr Ceylon carrying 
medical emergency supplies and 
baby food# provided by the Cana­
dian Red Cross to help flood vie- 
, tlma (n the area.
C A N A D A 'S  H IG H  
A N D  LO W
LETHBRIDGE ..............j  51
NORTH BAY_________ -1»
VANCOUVER (CP)—A dclag- 
tiori of Sons of Freedom Doukho- 
bors reportedly will shortly visit 
Russia to choose a site there for 
re-location of the turbulent 2,500- 
nlcmbcr sectN
Russian ambassador Dimitri 
Chuvnhin confirmed in n long­
distance telephone- conversation 
from Ottawa to a Vancouver 
newspaper man that the sect has 
been offered three or four sites 
to choose from.
- “Delegates from the group will 
go to Moscow shortly and meet 
with a special committee of the 
department of our government 
which handles religious matters,” 
the ambassador Is quoted as say­
ing.
BUI Moojclsky, secretary of the 
Ereedomlto sect nnd lender cjf 
the four-man delegation prepar­
ing via visit Moscow, told the pa 
per /the  proposed move would 
fulfill a prophecy, made when the 
Doutlhobors left Russia In 1899, 
which predicted they would re­
turn' In, 40 years,
He Ynid the fulfilment has been 
delayed but remains; the main 
reason') for the return. Detention 
of 100 MFrecdomite children at a 
dormitory school at New Denver. 
B.C., ls\ “a contributing fnctor, 
he said.
The children are held a t.th e  
school bcKnuse their parents re­
fuse to aeftd trtetn to school volun­
tarily on the grounds that public 
school teaching is opposed to the 
religious iMdlcfji of the sect,'The 
Ficcdomltds are staunch pacifists 
and vegetarians.
Tha eons of Freedom are
minority group among the 10,000 
Doukhobors ln British Columbia.
Members of the sect have burn 
ed their own homes, set fire to 
schools, paraded In the nude, 
bombed railway lines nnd fought 
against taxes nnd census-taking 
in their many conflicts With au­
thority since the DoukhobOrs first 
enmo to Cnnndn. '
LEGION NAMES OFFICERS 
QUALICUM BEACH (CP) ~  
Bert Cnmpbcll has been elected 
head of the Quallcum Beach 
Branch of the Canadian Legion 
for 1958.
Other officers arc J. Nyblrk nnd 
John Naylor, vice-presidents; nnd 
II. K. Reid, sergeant-at-arms. 
Executive /members are Les 
Hobbs, E. T. Mitcholl and A. W. 
James.
JODRELL BANK. Eng. (Reut­
ers)—Prof. A. C. B, Lovell, di­
rector of the world’s biggest ra­
dio telescope here, today said he 
thinks It “very likely” that the 
first Russian earth, sntclUtc has 
already <;oroc down, t 
(An extensive Shower , of me* 
tcpis now la running Into tho at-
Stephens Appointed 
To  Joint Board
OTTAWA (CP) — Donald M. 
Stephens,'chairman of tho Man­
itoba hydro board, has been ap­
pointed a member of the Inter­
national joint commission, the 
external affairs department an­
nounced today.
Mr. Stephens, 54. 1 succeeds 
George Spence of Regina, whose 
term of office expired Dec. 31.
mojphcrc, and ho expected that 
Sputnik 1 would bo seen ns just 
another fairly bright meteor ns It 
burned up on its plunge to the 
earth.
Lovell said ho does not propose 
to use his radio telescope to try 
to check o n , the satellite, which 
the Russians launched into space 
Oct. 4, but will use it to study 
the present meteor shower,
The giant radio - telescope sta- 
lion here, has failed to pick up 
any trace of the 184-pound sphere 
since Dec. 20.
“Wo have established that the 
satellite is not In the predicted 
orbit.” said Professor XV C, B. 
Lovell, director of tho station,
. Tho Soviet nfewfl agcncyNToss, 
which started daily reports oh tin  
“baby m o o n ” when' It w, 




<r n  t  lTo Be Tough
VANCOUVER (CP) — Labor 
and management expect tough 
bargaining for wage Increases in 
B.C. this year, a .Vancouver 
newspaper reported Tn a survey 
today; •
“This Is going to be n most 
difficult year," the ne.wspnpcr 
quoted an unidentified manage­
ment spokesman. “Wo h a v e  
come out of a period of high 
wage increases nnd unions have 
jecomc used to thinking in these 
terms.
“ It will take one or two show­
downs to bring down the size of 
wage demands.”
Ed Kennedy, secretary of the 
building trades council, says 
unions will expect more pay to 
meet higher living costs nnd 
taxes.
Harold Cole of the Vancouver 
Builders’ Exchange p r e d i c t s  
plumbers, electricians, cement 
masons and bricklayers will ex­
pect better wages,
OTTAWA (CP) — Commons 
itiemberS^Yetr'baiik 
today with plenty of immediate 
work before them and two big 
questions looming in the future: 
the Liberal party leadership and 
a probable general election.
With the l2-day Christmas holi­
day just ended, it appears likely 
that another, three-day adjourn­
ment will occur Jan. 14-16 while 
the Liberal convention is being 
held here to choose a successor 
to retiring Rt. Hon. Louis St. 
Laurent.
Once the leader is chosen the 
Liberals will be in a position to 
think seriously about an election 
Essentially, they will have this 
choice: to force an early vote by- 
combining with other opposition 
parties to defeat the minority 
Progressive Conservative govern­
ment in-,the Commons, or to wait 
until Prime Minister Diefenbaker 
sets a date himself.
LOTS TO DO 
If the initiative is left to the 
government; it is considered 
likely the election would be put 
off until summer in hopeful ex­
pectations that tho present above­
normal unemployment will im­
prove.
• But pending decisions on these 
questions, there is^plenty to keep 
Parliament busy,
First item of business when the 
Commons reconvenes today Is a 
government request for n one- 
month interim money , supply to 
pay January bills,
Next is debate on the expend 
iture estimates of the defence 
and finance departments.
Although the fiscal year ends 
March 31, expenditures, of only 
two departments-post office and 
stnte secretary—have been fully 
apprqved. That leaves 17 depart­
ments whose full spending pro­
grams have not yet been ap­
proved. On top of that about a 
dozen government bills are still 
before tho House,
MONTH OF WOltK 
With that lond of work, spec 
ulntlon Is that the current session
nounced Christmas Eve, will af­
fect directly Canadian exports 
for the first time. Major U.S. im­
porters were' asked to reduce 
crude oil import into the west 
coast area by 15 per cent during 
the first six months of this year.
The U.S. move will likely result 
in production cutbacks by Can­
adian oil cqpipanies of between 
five and 10 per cent.
Mr. Fleming said the Ameri­
can move resulted largely from 
campaign by oil producers, 
particularly those without pro­
duction outside the U.S. for cur­
tailed, imports.
BASED ON FEAR
Last June 26 President Eisen­
hower established a special com­
mittee to investigate oil import,.
A month later the president ap­
proved the committee’s , report 
which' called for voluntary im­
port restrictions in all states ex­
cept those along the Pacifio 
coast.
The white house said the step 
was based on a fear excessive 
imports will result in an eventual 
decrease in the rate of oil ex­
ploration and development in the 
U.S, and lead to premature 
abandonment of marginal pro­
duction.
will not end before., the $ase  .of] The action js^aS; described, as <-4 
t& im ontira ttd  to make sure : \
CALLED AN OFFENCE
Not only that, but they were an 
offence .against the tenor and 
principles of Canada-U.S. defence 
co-operation laid down in an ex­
change of notes between the two 
governments Oct. 26, 1950, in the 
first year of the Korean War.
Mr. 1 Fleming said .the restric­
tions are in ill accord with the 
communique issued after the 
NATO summit meeting in Paris 
last month.
The communique said the 
NATO nations would co-operate 
among themselves for economic 
stability and expand trade by re­
ducing trade barriers.
The oil ijnport curb, an-
mid-February.
Barring a government defeat 
in the Commons, a new session is 
scheduled to start on the heels of 
the present one.
Most o£ the government meas­
ures before the Commons are not 
controversial. But two are likely 




In Ottaw a House
OTTAWA (CP)—British Colum 
blan Thomas Barnett chose the 
first sitting >he Commons Ip 
the pew year to draw the House's 
attention to the fact his province 
In celebrating its centimary ln 
1038.
The CCF member said . that In 
1778 the first white man set font 
on British Columbia a t Friendly 
,# - Cove dn Nootka Island, which in 
K part of the constituency of Co* 
cm mox-Albcrnl that he represents In 
i g Uth«-Commons. . , i
Montreal Pair Will 
Entertain Princess
MONTREAL (CP) — Montreal 
singers Pierrette Alarlo nnd her 
husband Leopold Slmononu arc to 
perform at The Vancouver fcstl 
val of arts next summer, it wus 
announced today,
The festival—h> be given In the 
presence of Prlilccss Margaret— 
Is also to includo a joint recital 
by Mr. nnd Mm, SImoncau.
there is enough domestic * oil 
production to meet U.S. needs in 
the event of war. - 
’Paul Martin (L-Sussex) asked ‘ 
whether the U.S. government 
had told Mr. "Fleming it was 
cutting oil import by 15 per cent 
because the . Canadian Govern­
ment planned to divert 15 pee' 
cent of Canadian purchases iQ 
the U.S.*to Britain.
Mr, Fleming said there was no 
See—OTTAWA Page 8 ,
Kennedy Named 
B TD  Secretary
VANCOUVER (CP) — Ed Ken- 
nedy, secretary of the Vancouv­
er Building Trades Council, has 
been appointed head of the AFL- 
CIO building trades department 
regional organization for West­
ern Canada.
Creation of two BTD regions 
in Canada—the other is for the 
provinces east of • Manitoba—fol­
lows a conflict between labor 
craft unions and industrial work­
ers’ groups. /
Mr. Kennedy says his Job will 
be to co-ordinate the organizing 
activities of 19 building unions,
Paper Strike 
Talk Planned
VANCOUVER (CP) — Nego­
tiations between the seven' com­
panies and two unions involved 
in the strike which has tied tip 
seven British Columbia pulp, arid , 
paper mills will be resumed.Sat-' 
urday, it was reported Thursday 
night; , ,
. Tho companies affected pro­
duce 10 per cent of the world's 
newsprint. Six thousand pulp and 
paper workers are involved, 'a s 1 
well as hundreds of workers in 
rther Industries' effected by the 
shutdown. , ' , .
Loqil Construction Totals
In 1957
Construction In Kelowna last 
yenr hit over the $1,600,000 mark 
in a bit of , a December surge, 
occasioned by the open weather, 
but the overall values still were 
down $600,000 from Inst year nnd 
were ndtbre than $1,000,000 under 
Kelowna’s record year-In 1948, 
According to the monthly state­
ment given out by Building In­
spector A. E, Clark, construction 
permits to tho vnluo Of $52,035 
were taken out lost month, bdbst- 
ing thc year’s .-totnlv t i  $1,004,- 
308.08. , ‘ •
Year 1950 ended with a total 
of $2,222,537.45, nnd December, 
1950, hnd only $13,927.45 ip per 
mils Issued,
RECORD YEAR 
Kelowna’s record year (1048) 
saw $2,825,478 worth'of permits 
lsucd to construct buildings, ad­
ditions nnd renovntions. within the 
boundaries of tho city of Kelowna. 
Lost month’s total of $52,035,
consisted of 13' permits; four of 
which were for residences to tho ' 
value of 144,500.
There were two permits fog ad­
ditions and alterations to eom- 
merclnl; buildings in the sum of 
$700, and three permits for addi­
tions and alterations to residen­
tial buildings in tho sum of $5,800, 
Four/permits were issued by 
Mr/ Clark for .garages .and car/ 
ports for a value of $1,035. 
GLICNM0RET0TAL8'
Glcnmorc'tf- yearly total was 
down, too,'.according to figures 
given out by J ;  II. Hayes, muni- - > 
clpal clerk. Year 1057 ended with , , 
$240,810, while the previous ycat 
$323,188 In permits were Issued. , 
During the past year. thor& , 
were 21 new dwellings bbllt.' Mr., I 
Hayes pointed out. Other permits 
covered repairs and* additions/ ■ 
December totals for tho two - ; 
years in Glonmoro were: 1057. , i 
$750; 1056, $50. 1 . <|
17,0 0 0 ,0 0 0  B Y  SPR ING
C a n a d a  P o p u l a t i o n  J u m p s
OTTAWA (CP)—Cannda’s pop­
ulation increased at a’ record rate 
in the first II  tinonthR o( 1057i, 
rising 516,000 to nn estimated 16,- 
860,000 at Dec. ), the bureau of 
statistics said today.
Burenp officials < forecast that 
the .population ylll reach 17,000,- 
000 early In the spring.
The population growth In the 
Jnnunry-Novemuer jwrrlod com­
pares with an increase of 389,000 
In 1056, 358,000 in 1055 and 402,000 
In 1854.
, Approximately one-half of
516.000 rifle was mndo up of Im­
migrants, , * • / ' - j
During the first nine months oi 
195? Immigration totalled 244,206, 
It was expected to reach between
280.000 and 285,000 when final
fig ires a re  available fo r  the 
ye- r."  •, •. ' i m  V  1
1 lie Dee. 1 population estimate 
of (0,860,000 represents a gala of 
771 ooo oyer the 1056 census total 
of 16,081,000 and an Ittcreata of 
2,6f l ,000 over the 1031 census' 
nt of 14,009.000. Tho po:
1857 was 10,
In  tho 12-month period fro m ; 
D c c . l ,  1950, to  D e c , l ,  l M 7 , thw 
population, g ro w th , w as 552,000, :
com pared w ith 415.000 in the M 0 5-' wi 
60 period. 306.000 in  1954-35, 4 3 k * ;
000 i n  103344 .'and 417,000 id  1052- ^  
53, \ V  i •> h , n .,*<1 * V 4 11' ( t i l  
JbtM(s tho 
'■/bwtweopii'/!
. r e ,'s ,J 0 § 7 ,:w a i» ,
1053-56, 2.5 jpqr cent 1* J$Sjl43, 2,0 
p e r e e n t ln l9 & m " «  
cent to J W - 1
i f jh jw t to 
,j 7«W 5 
'A n44w im .>
Jf
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Provinces New 
Unnecessarily Restrictive
A few days ago we took issue with the 
cew municipal act on the clause which pro­
vides for a time limit for “off year” aldermen 
giving notice that they will resign1 and run for 
the mayoralty. Since that time a second place 
where the act is inconvenient and unnecessar­
ily restrictive has come to light. The first meet­
ing of the new council must be held at 2:30 
p.m. on the first Monday in the new year.
The new act differs from the old one 
in one respect, but an important, although 
senseless one. It stipulates that the meeting 
must be held at two-thirty p.m., while the old 
act left the time to the discretion of the muni­
cipality. Some held their meetings in the mor­
ning, some in the afternoon and some in the 
evening. In Kelowna the practice has always 
been to hold the swearing in ceremony in the 
morning. Here, too, this function has been 
rightly built into a rather impressive cere­
mony attended “by several scores of the tax­
payers .The procedure was that the old coun­
cil met briefly to wind up its business, the new 
incumbents were sworn in and the new coun­
cil met. Now, we understand, the new act 
does not permit this progression of events.
It is difficult to find any good reason
for the new rigid time setting of the new act. 
Why two-thirty p.m.? Why not ten a.m. or 
7 p.m.? Why, indeed, any definte time? What 
conceivable difference can it mean to the 
functioning of the city council if its first 
meeting is morning, afternoon or night just 
so long as it is held on a certain day?
To set a definite time such as the new 
act does must inevitably cause? some incon­
venience to many cities and municipalities. 
In Kelowna, for instance, the morning meet­
ing was the accepted thing and it was planned 
accordingly. It is generally easier for tax­
payers to attend a morning meeting for an 
hour or two than to disrupt the whole after­
noon by attending a meeting at two-thirty 
p.m.
If Victoria has some good reason for 
setting two-thirty p.m. we would like to hear 
it. We can imagine no such good reason or 
even excuse. We suggest the rigid time should 
be eliminated before another year rolls 
around. The day should be set, yes, but the 
setting of the hour is too dictatorial and can 
only serve to annoy and inconvenience many 
cities and muni^ipaljtjes.
W AITING TO TAKE GLOBAL LEAD
/ Most Revered 
In Red World
Editor’* Note: Red China is 
one Communist c o u n t r y  al­
lowed to travel Its own Marx­
ist road. The man who de­
mands China’s Independence— 
and outspokenly at the recent 
Bolshevik anniversary celebra­
tion in Moscow—Is a soft-look- 
ta r  scholar and philosopher. 
.Here’s what he’s like both as, 
.a  man and symbol. . . .  . . .  .
By JOHN RODERICK 
HONG KONG (AP)—Mao Tse- 
fimg rules a staggering 640,000,- 
000 people. And hi’s Communist
fmrty—with 12,000,000 members— s the world’s largest, even big­
ger than that of Russia.
But Red China’s boss Is con­
tent to leave world Communist 
leadership to Moscow and the 
man who seems to be his exact 
opposite, Nikita Khrushchev.
.They met recently during the 
celebrations in Moscow of the 
40th anniversary of the Bolshe 
vik Revolution. It was a study in 
contrasts—Mao, reserved, quiet, 
the thinker, poet and scholar. 
Khrushchev, flamboyant, master 
of the wisecrack, a boisterous 
drinker.
Mao is in no hurry to take the 
helm in the global Communist 
movement. He knows that once 
China has industrialized, the very 
weight of his country’s numbers 
—it will be a billion by 1980- 
will give it to him, or his suc­
cessors.
Meanwhile, he is in the envi­
able position of being commun­
ism’s most revered living figure, 
without being committed to the 
harsh decisions that often have 
alienated Moscow from the rest 
of the Communist world.
’ ' A few, almost impercepitble 
creases have crept into his moon­
like face, and there is a dash of 
grey in his receding black hair. 
But, at 64, Mao gives every evi­
dence of being more robust than 
he was 12 years ago.
And his control over the Red 
leadership appears more secure 
than ever .To the rank-and-file, 
he is more than a leader, he is a 
symbol. Though he is a disciple 
of Karl Marx, Mao has refused 
to apply Marxism in China on 
the Russian model. He has in­
sisted that there are separate 
roads to communism, depending 
on circumstances in each coun­
try. “
HIT PROMINENCE
Mao climbed to prominence in 
world communism in the 1930s 
when he defied Moscow’s direc­
tives on how to carry out revolu­
tion in China. Instead of basing 
bis strength on the proletariat, or 
working class, which was small 
and weak, he turned to the peas­
ants. Through agrarian reforms, 
and an army of peasants, he 
swept to victory in 1949 over the 
Chinese Nationalists
There have been recurring re­
ports both of his death and of his 
falling from grace over the 
years. But when hfe went to Mos 
cow in November, almost none of 
the Russian leaders who had been 
present at the Kremlin seven 
years earlier, on his previous vi­
sit, were left to greet him.
His particular genius has been 
to keep the Chinese party to­
gether, and' its leadership virt 
ually intact, for the last 22 years.
Almost the same men who plot­
ted the overthrow of the Kuomin- 
tang from their caves in Yenan 
now share the rule with him be­
hind the high, red walls of the 
forbidden city in Peiping.
flabby - looking, Mao has great 
physical endurance. He is said 
to have swum the turbulent 
Yangtze River, not once but 
three times, last year. As a youth 
he built up his constitution by 
taking long hikes, dressing in the 
lightest clothing in cold weather 
and swimming the year round.
This training probably saved 
his life when, years later, he had 
to beat a perilous retreat at the 
head of a Bed, Army, from Ki- 
angsi province to Shensi, thous­
ands of miles away. Under fire 
of the troops of Chiang Kai-shek, 
he and his men had to ford rag­
ing torrents, scale mountains, 
cross blazing deserts before they 
reached Yenan.
O T T A W A  REPORT
Royal Visit
ARRIVAL OF THE NEW YEAR
Venezuelan Dictator Gained 
Power In Political Vacuum
By PATRICK NICHOLSON 
Special Correspondent for 
The Courie r
OTTAWA -  Queen Elizabeth's 
visit to Ottawa in.October pro­
vided the pictorial theme for 
many of the official Christmas 
cards sent out here this season.
The most spectacular of these 
was the colored photograph, used 
by Hon. George Pearkes’, the 
minister of national defence. He 
appropriately chose the scene 
outside the Peace Tower when 
Het Majesty was accorded the 
royal salute by the guard of 
honor on her arrival to open our 
new Parliament. Looking over 
the heads of the Canadian Guards 
at the salute, the photograph 
shows the radiant figure of the 
Queen, wearing the dress design­
ed for her coronation, against 
the .backdrop of the decorated 
and befiagged main entrance to 
the Parliament Building.
A more informal note was 
struck by the Prime Minister and 
Mrs. John Dicfenbakcr. Their 
card carried a black and white 
photograph of the Queen and 
Prince Philip talking to Mr. and 
Mrs. Diefenbaker. It was taken 
on the evening when the Dicfen- 
bakers played host to the royal 
couple at dinner at 24 Sussex 
Street, the prime minister’s of­
ficial residence. The men arc 
wearing dinner jackets, the la­
dies floor length evening dresses. 
A fifth face peering between the 
Queen and her husband is that 
of Don Longchamps, the steward 
at 24 Sussex Street.
HISTORIC SCENE 
Resources Minister Alvin Ham 
ilton, from Saskatchewan, selec­
ted for his Christmas greetings 
card the photograph of Queen 
Elizabeth presiding over a meet­
ing of the cabinet council. Prime 
Minister John Diefenbaker and 
his twenty ministers are seated 
down the sides of a long table
TOO MUCH WORK
He often was reduced to eat­
ing grass and the bark of trees.
In 1945, when this writer first 
met him, Mao was an invalid in 
Yenan, the city of 10,000 caves in 
China’s northwest. He was suf­
fering from a breakdown brought 
on by overwork. The Communists 
ruled-roughly one-third of China 
at that time.
A few months later, Mao was 
back on his feet and in unques­
tionable control. The series of di­
rectives and speeches which 
came from his Chinese writing 
brush in the next few years 
guided the Reds to victory.
It was he who decided that the 
Nationalists should be left in pos 
session of the big cities and ex­
hausted , by guerrilla attacks 
against their lines, of communica­
tion. He advocated a policy of 
leniency to prisoners which re­
sulted in thousands of National­
ist desertions. He laid down 
policy of co-operation with the in­
tellectuals which won over mil-
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Gen. Marcos Perez Jiminez, 
fighting to retain the presidency 
of Venezuela, rose to power nine 
years ago in a flower vacuum 
created by a long-time political 
chaos in his oil - rich tropical 
country.
Since then he has worked tire­
lessly to strengthen his regime 
and to give it the veneer of 
legitimacy.
Virtually the only concession to 
democracy made by the rotund, 
43year-cld dictator has been his 
insistence on going through the 
motions. Less than three weeks 
go Venezuela’s v o t e r s  were 
given a choice' in a national 
referendum: Perez Jiminez for
Though he is white-faced and lions of students and thinkers.
• I
Matrimonial Agencies £laim 
Rushing/ Business In France
PARIS (Reuters)—Business is 
booming in the French matri­
monial market.
The experts soy it’s nil due to 
the 20th-century way of life. Pco-
& in all walks of life, thoy say, neither time nor opportunity 
in tho haste of modern life to 
make the social contacts that 
lead to marriage.
So. in r e a l i s t i c  mnnncr, 
this bourgeois and home - loving 
Gallic nation puts marriage on 
the open market ns a comrnod 
Ity. It costs relatively little, too.
Both men and women, and a 
surprising majority of the for 
mer, "shop" at special marriage 
agencies in Paris, or nut personal 
advertisements in the newspa 
pers.
MANY INTRODUCTIONS
The agendas charge a fee In
the neighborhood of 15,000 francs 
(about 535), which entitles the cli­
ent to an unlimited number of in­
troductions to persons of the op­
posite sex. *
These agencies are not lonely 
hearts clubs. They are bona fide 
c o m m e r c i a l  enterprises, in­
terested in achieving the largest 
possible turnover. Many.do not 
accept divorced persons ns ell 
enta.
Although an element of sec­
recy surrounds tho actual stntis 
tics, and no precise survey can 
bo made, it has been estimated 
that about five per cent, of the 
couples who arc married each 
year throughout Franco origin 
ally were introduced through n 
matrimonial agency, or became 
acquainted through private news 
paper ads.
five years or no one.
The polls were hardly closed 
when the government announced 
that the president had won a re­
sounding victory.
Born in the Andes village of 
Michelena April 25, 1914, he is 
the son of a school teacher who 
also farmed and sometimes ran 
a small business.
CHAOS AND MORE CHAOS 
As an artillery officer he at­
tended V e n e z  uelan military 
schools and took a key post with 
the army general staff in 1944. 
The next year he had a major 
part in the revolution which over­
threw president Isaias Medina 
Angarita.
Political chaos continued, and
In 1948 president Romulo Gallegos 
was ousted. Perez Jiminez, as de 
fence minister, was the leading 
figure in the new military junta.
The chaos continued. Acting 
president Delgado Chalbaud was 
assassinated two years later. But 
the junta retained control, and 
Perez Jiminez, at 38, became 
president in March, 1952, 
Uninterested in showmanship 
and bombast, he did little to stir 
Venezuelans’ i m a g i nation. In-
BYGONE DAYS
, OTTAWA (CP)—New Zealand’s 
decision to reduce imports to 
overcome a currency exchange 
crisis likely will have some minor 
impact on Canada’s exports to 
that country, trade officials said 
today.
Under a new licensing system, 
New Zealand’* import* of motor 
vchlqlc* is to be cut by between 
one-quarter and one-half of 1957 
purchases. Ollier cuts a re 'to  be 
made on manufactured goods 
generally and on non-essential 
foodstuff*. \
Canadian officials sold New 
Zealand had previously reduced 
Imports' of goods from doUnr-Orca 
countries and that the new re- 
. atrlctlons likely would be aimed 
mainly a t imports from sterling 
area countries, though shipments 
from Canada ' also would , un- 
1 coubtcdlY be affected.
But they observed that Can
all export picture,
In the find nine monbis of 1957, 
Canadian exports to that country 
eased to $12,727,000 from $13,383,- 
000 in the similar 1950 period, 
Imports slipped to $10,230,000 
from $10,954,000,
Canada's main exports consls 
ted of motor vehicles, canned 
salmon, lumber, plywood, paper 
products, including some news 
print.
A new business built up Id re­
cent months was , the export' of 
motors fer power mowers. Offi­
cials noted that New Zealand has 
a lot of grass to cut .and they 
hoped the new restrictions weidd 
not hamper the expansion of this 
new export trade. |
ada’s trade with New Zealand in 
hot very large and that any new 
curbs would not have any sub-
Marriage brokering is not new 
It dates back hundreds of years 
to the time when gypsies travel­
ling throughout Europe carried 
offers of marriage from pros 
pective fiances from one village 
to the next.
One of the leading marriage 
agencies In Paris is run by 
youthful, blonde Frenchwoman, 
Line Adam, When a client first 
visits Mndnmc Adam's office, 
sccretnry asks the relevant ques 
tlons and opens n dossier for 
him. Discretion is guaranteed, 
but the agency must know such 
vital facts as nge, general state 
of health, background, tastes 
dowry nnd “expectations.'’ 
UNLIMITED PARTNERS 
Tho 15,000-frnnc fee, paid be1 
tare the first introduction is ar­
ranged. Includes introductions to 
an unlimited number of pros 
ncctlve partners, Until the wed 
ding bells finally ring. Some "dif­
ficult cases" have required ns 
many ns 50 or (W) introductions 
before a final decision has been 
reached.
Mndnmc Adnm states that al­
though some people, nnd especi­
ally women, prefer to "shop" 
awhile. 1 the majority need no 
more than three or four introduc 
tlons,
The agency'tries to pair off cli­
ents to the best of their ability, 
selecting m u t u n 11 y compat 
Uric b a c k  Reminds,' educational 
levels nnd religions,
Generally sneaking, women 
are most interested In a similar 
Ity of background when, seeking 
a life mate, while the men uuu- 
nily place more Importance on 
nhvslcnl appearance," Mndnmq 
Adam says.
The person who gobs io a mnr- 
rlngo agency Ip not necessarily 
ndvnnccd in yeftrs. Many would- 
be brides and bridegrooms are in 
their early 20s. Many leading 
French newspapers nnd neriodl 
pals publish ns mnpv ns 200 tnn* 
rimonlal advertisements e a c h  
ok. . ■.
10 YEARS AGO 
January, 1948
A man who has played an Im­
portant role in the development 
of the municipality of Glenmore 
stepped down from office this 
month. He is W. J. Rankin, pion­
eer resident of the district, who 
has served on the council almost 
continuously since the municipal­
ity was formed in 1922. Coming 
to Glenmore in 1911, he put up 
one of I the first homes in the 
district.
City council unanimously de­
cided that the $2,200 collected in 
the poll tax should be handed 
over to the Kelowna General 
Hospital to help cover* operating 
expenses. The total poll tax, in 
cidentally, is an all time record 
for the city. Previously the 
amount collected was between 
$1,600 and $1,800.
20 YEARS AGO 
January, 1938
Twenty three homes in Ke­
lowna nnd district were made 
brighter nnd smiles came to some
Eve as members of the Kelowna 
Lodge BPO Elks distributed ham 
pers of foodstuffs to the poor and 
destitute.
30 YEARS AGO 
January, 1928
F. R. E. DeHart and associates, 
who shipped a sample car of 
Okanagan apples to Egypt this 
fall have received an order for 
six more cars.
40 YEARS AGO 
January, 1918
Suggestions for advertising the 
Okanagan Valley, and particu­
larly the Kelowna district to tour­
ists, formed the chief topic of 
interest at the regular meeting 
of the Board of Trade Tuesday 
evening.
50 YEARS AGO 
January, 1908 
Messrs. R. D. Sulivan, L. Le- 
Froy and Henry McDougall re­
turned from a hunting and trap­
ping trip in the Cascade rnnge 
Thcjr bag already includes 17 
marten, 16 lynx, 13 ermine, three
dozens of children on Christmas I mink, two otter and one grizzly,
RUSTIC CRUSADER
Maritime
with Her Majesty a t 
Two interlopers in that 
graph, both less ornamej 
the handsome crystal 
tiers hanging above th] 
and both with less Ji 
a t a cabinet meeting, aij 
Philip and Governor 
Vincent Massey,
This photograph is 
most discussed picture 
year. Many have been 
menta upon the arrival 
Massey on the heels of the ’ 
graphers, and his offer to"
Critics may have an inter 
talking point there, in the 
lem of just exactly what 
position of Queen Elizat 
personal representative, 
she is present in person 
hence needs no represent 
Officials with long mem<| 
have pointed out that, when 
George the Sixth visited Caij 
in 1939, Prime Minister 
kenzie King packed Govci 
General Twcodsmuir off 
fishing camp during the ter 
ary loss of his job, and 
kenzie King himself play* 
part of big shot with the 
Following that precedent, 
these Ottawa observers, s)3 
not Mr. Massey have efl 
himself while the presence oj 
Queen herself rendered his 1 
tion temporarily superfluous!
OTHERS WIDE CHOICE
T h e  most "Christmas-1 
Christmas card chosen by any 
cabinet minister was that of 
Fisheries Minister Angus Mac- 
Lean. H is. choice was a photo­
graph of the parliament build­
ings, themselves snow-capped, 
taken through a frame of snow- 
laden trees. That Is a view which 
we have not yet been able to seo 
in this winter of record-break­
ing warmth and the greenest 
Christmas in recorded weather 
history for this capital.
Personally Speaking
By THE VENERABLE D. S. CATCHPOLE
SURVIVAL OFTHE FITTEST
We have heard of the fate of 
that certain type of pigeon which 
used to fly over U.S. territory by 
the millions. We know that a cer­
tain kind of curlew is almost ex- 
 ̂ ti00*- The same fate appears to
stead he concentrated* on con-|a,wa^  various species of wild-life, 
solidating his power and increas-por a^  this we are, sorry, but it 
ing his booming country’s eco- p oesn’t interfere with our appe- 
nomic development. tites particularly. However, when
Venezuela’s Constituent Assem-U r®ad that the male human ani- 
bly approved a.' new .constitution mal is in danger of extinction, 
in 1953 and the National Assem-|then I begin to get desperate. The 
bly formally elected Perez Jiml- statisticians tell us that women 
nez to a f i v e y e a r  presidential are increasingly a larger pro­
term. There was no popular vote, portion of human kind, which 
Perez Jiminez has stressed the means that men are fading out. 
prosperity of the country and his The consequence is that, accord- 
regime’s extensive public works ing to one writer,, the problem 
program. With oil money nouring will be solved in one of two ways, 
in, railways, highways, housing Either we must get on with poly­
projects and schools burgeoned, gamy or we must find some way 
Despite the rapidly increasing of preserving "the silver cord’’ 
prosperity at the top, however, and “the golden bowl,’’ in the 
large numbers of Venezuela’s la- male of the species, from being 
borers continued to work for as loosed or broken respectively, 
little as a dollar a day. Shanty- The article which I read said 
towns grew up on the outskirts that polygamy was out, nor did
f  lhe writer consider the matter 
neglect ,*or any further. Well, I am Inclined to 
oHi welfare of the poor Qifree In most of thr* rnco* t 
brought repeated criticisms from {Low* bout one wifo is *nn?ic*h 
the Roman C atho lic  Church. ^  enoug£
Archbishop Rafael Arias chided f" d nn«Um^n " m w i than ?n0j g x 
the regime for “maldistribution <and 1
of wealth,’’ lack of concern for “a*ten ^  add this) I do not blame
unemployment and suppression of , deaV \JateT °* mei) uP°a ^ c ir  
labor unions. |>women-folk. I merely wish to
point out that If any man thinks 
he needs two wives to keep him 
in order, he) has underestimated 
what one can do, So we won't 
discuss polygamy either. Whiit 
has to be decided, then, If we 
want to maintain a reasonable 
number of males on the earth, 
Instead of under it, is some means 
of the preservation of the species. 
The obvious, reason tar the de-
.way of getting rid of them. Pro­
tected by a diligent body of medi­
cos they stubbornly stay alive to 
nourish their children, whereas 
a hundred years ago, any self- 
respecting woman wouldL havo 
passed peacefully off this* mortal 





NEW DELHI (AP) -  Prime ............................................
Minister Nehru is being sued onlpletion of this supply oFmalcsYs 
a complaint of causing mental that the men have been trying 
agony to a fellow politician by to run the world’s affairs, result 
comparing a cow and a horse. hng in disaster nnd ulcers and 
J™?„r,u s , °yp°nc% ' t*}.® last coronary thrombosis, Meanwhile 
general election, Pandit Sitaram the women’s lot has been greatly
K„ha™ka- ®a d ĥeu P™vocaf,on improved, Cakes and pudding came in n_ speech by the prime | nre pre.ma(jc for them; they
,lyminister Feb. 6 at Allahabad.
Nehru, snyS the
marked he snw no umerencc oe-|i\jn ----
tween the cow and the horse, both 8 u ndc away
comnlnlnt r J Slmply ?dd Wnter’ P°P ,n **>«
Writer
a’il MIUui iWIMMil! I1UJ NU, Win IhI* ~ . , . ' . * -- n; ’ *---------
being equally dear nnd useful to infh«J»Wchi w m ' toe want you, bo stick around
human beings, Victorian author s satisfactory jwntch thoso calorics.
CHARLOTTETOWN (CP) — W. 
Gaudct, associated tar 53 years 
with the evening Charlottetown 
Patriot, has retired. His distinct­
ive column, Current Comments/ 
be continued by a new 
writer.
The column, with, rustic flavor, 
campaigned successfully tar it
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The only thing to do is to hand 
over the running of world affairs 
to the women while the men tend 
the washer and the drier and 
pay the baby-sitter. Women cpuld 
hardly make a greater mess of 
world affairs than the men havo 
done and the effect of their taking 
hold, I am sure, would bring once 
more to the unhappy world the 
numerical equality of the sexes. 
There is no doubt that men have 
worked much toq  ̂ hard. I say, 
let the women take on this bur* 
den. Go to the bee, thou dullard, 
and see what the Queen of the 
Hive accomplishes!, O happy 
drone, simply to live and to eat 
and to be all things necessary, to 
the Queen Bee!
The only alternative to hanging 
over the reins to the women (as 
if they don’t hold them already!) 
is to go in for such revolting 
things as diets. My fellow males, 
will you descend to this sort of 
thing in order to retain your sup­
remacy (and that’s a laugh!)? 
Well, It Is either one thihg or tho 
other: Either we turn’ ourselves 
into a type of being, intent on 
keeping the arteries as they 
should be, and o n ' redulng tho 
circumference1 of the corporation, 
or going on to extinction as wo 
are now doing. This reminds mo 
irresistibly of a song which I have 
heard recently In which we go 
along (to the cemetery, of course) 
male after male after male after* 
male! t * ,
This IS a nice cheery thought 
with which to begin the year 
1958! So klfidly-̂  keep above 
ground, men. Even If you find 
yourselves supplanted In the 
House of Lords, in banks and in 
many other avenues of employ­
ment, I nm sure tho women won’t 
target you altogether. They may
, nnd
wide range of Prince Edward Is­
land endeavor from farm to 
sporting life. Art Gnudot’s w rit1 
Ing prodded government, civic 
and business , lenders to make 
community improvements 
lie joined the.Patriot in 1904 to 
travel the island by bicycle, noil- 
ing subscriptions. At that time 
tho pifjer nnd a circulation of 
400; now more thnn 0,000 sub 
scribe.
In 1900 ho beenme subscription 
mnnngcr and several years later 
was appointed business manager. 
After tho death' in 1929 of F. J. 
Nash, Mr. Gaudct beenme gen­
eral manager nnd In 1955 was 
nnmed president of, tho Patriot 
Publishing Company, ■
Lnst Sopt. 1 fire swept the 
Patriot’s plant on R i c h m o n d  
Street. For several days tho pa­
per used the presses of tho neigh- 
borlhg morning paper, thte' Guar­
dian. Mr. Gnudct was unable to 
find n now site for the Patriot 
nnd sold to the Thomson Pub­
lishing Company, owner* \of the 
Guardian, \
Khemkn, a learned and ortho­
dox Hindu Brahmin—Nehru, too, 
is a Brahmin—protested that the 
cow Is the most snered animal I 
for the Hindus nnd to compare it| 
with tho horse Is a sacrilege.
In a1 complaint filed before nnl 
Allnhnbnd magistrate, Khomka 
said "Mr. Nehru hns Injured my 
religious feelings and hns caused| 
me mental agony."
He asked 100,000 runces ($21,- 
000) damages, but said he would I 
be content with one rupee (21 
cents) since "Mr. Nehru claims 
ho has not saved n pie.’’ (A pic Is 
worth one fifth of n cent.) No 
date for a hearing has been 
fixed. r v
English 
Appreciation 10 weeks $6.00
BiBLE T H O U G H T
year; $3.50 tar 0 months 2 0 
for 3 inonths.\ Outside BC. nnd 
US.A,,' $15fXi . per year; singlcj 
copy sales price, 5 cent*.
Shcrficrds watching their flocks 
thnynlght w ere‘frightened when 
ar/angel appeared and a great 
light shone, The angel said: 
Fcni* not , . - tar-unto you I# 
rn a Saviour , , ■, Christ the 
Lord."—Luke 2:0-11.
N O T IC E
To Customers On 
Carrier Routes
For any irregularity in tho 





Before 7(00 p.ta. of 
Publishing Day •
T-tff
N IG H T  S C H O O L CLASSES
The Board of School Trustees of District No. 23, are 
pleased to announce the following additional classes start­
ing in the New Year:
Monday, January 6
Legal Procedure 8 weeks $6.00 Kelowna Bar
Association
Mrs. J.
1 \ ’ Woodsworth
Planning to Builjl 10 weeks $7.50 Mr. J. '
/  Woodsworth
Tuesday, January 7
10 weeks $6.00 Mr. F, Gore
Wodnosday, January 8
Investments 10 Weeks $10.00 Invest. Dealers
/  * Association
Registration will tnkcnlocont 7:30 p.m. cm tho date specified 
above, In tho Senior High School. If you cannot comc to tho 
registration, make certain Jhat you register by contacting the 
Director, Mr. J. Gowans. Phone ^ w 'M o r e  hnnd. It muy be 
your own reglstratlon/whlch will decide whether tho clans mny 
be held. A minimum of 15 registrations will be required to 
start a.class. ■ ' > ■
St. John’s 
Ambulance
The first lectures In Legal Procedure and Investment* will 
commence the tallowing week on the some night if q sufficient 
number have enrolled, ), p
December 30ih,
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Mrs. W. Paley Best 
Dressed Woman
NEW YORK (CP)—Mrs. Wil­
liam Paley. wife df the head of a ballet performance Thursday
\
picture of the queen's sister at
ARTS COUNCIL
CAPITAL TERMTORY
Australia's capital territory ot 
Canberra has a  population of 34,- 
481. including 32,443 in the city 
of Canberra.
the Columbia Broadcasting Sys 
tern, heads a list of "the world’s 
best dressed women” announced 
Thursday night by the couture 
group of the New York Dress In­
stitute.
Two thousand international fash­
ion experts, fashion editors, so­
ciety figures and Celebrities bal­
loted to choose the top 10 of fa­
shion in 1957, the dress institute 
announcement said. The basis of 
judgment was said to be “distin­
guished taste in dress without os­
tentation or extravagance."
The list, following Mrs. Paley: 
the Duches of Windsor and Mrs. 
W i n s t o n  Guest dT New York 
(tied); Countess Consuelo Crespi 
of Rome; Vicomtesse Jacqueline 
de Ribes of-Paris; Claudette Col­
bert, film actress, and Mrs. Wil­
liam R. Hearst Jr., wife of the 
American newspaper publisher 
(tied).' -
LONDON (AP),—Dropped from 
the list of the world's dozen best- 
dressed women, Princess Marg­
aret has been taken to task in a 
London paper for not even trying 
to dress smartly.
"For shame,” writes June Hul- 
bert. Daily Herald columnist. 
You can do better than this." 
She even hints that the pretty 
princess has been wearing her 
mother’s clothes.
The Labor paper publishes a
G A Y TOGS ADD T O  G A Y TIMES
After Yuletide and as we ap­
proach a brand new year, thous­
ands of Canadians turn their 
thoughts southward, a comfort­
ing prospect, if one is lucky 
enough to have a winter holiday 
on the agenda. The thought of 
basking in warm sunlight, bath­
ing in tropical seas is day dream- 
• ing of the nicest kind. In fashion, 
v most important items on the 
horizon are resort togs for the 
Caribbean or Florida, f o r e ­
runners of summer trends later. 
Southern fashion moguls, who 
, maintain resort clothes are a 
year round business now, report 
special interest in fine batistes, 
organdies, silks, imported laces, 
linens and embroderies in soft 
muted yet vibrant shades which 
do not fade in tropical or intense 
sunlight. They like the modified
Paintings 
Be Displayed 
A t . City Library
For Its first exhibit of the 1958 
season, the Kelowna Art Exhibits 
Society is showing paintings by 
J .  Delisle Parker of Vancouver.
*' Thistrxhiblt will be held in the 
board room of the Okanagan Re­
gional Library from January 3 to 
15.
Mri Parker, under the pen-name 
of Palette is widely known for his 
writings on art and art criticism 
which appear regularly in The 
Vancouver Daily Province.
The paintings to be shown in 
- Kelowna will be mainly in mixed 
media of pen and ink and water 
color. This will include work 
done In France, North Africa, 
California and British-Columbia.
spindle” and "chemise” look; 
princess lines, easy skirts. Pale' 
apricot and mandarin orangy 
reds are special favorites.
Other high fashion resort col­
ors are Newport blue, absinthe 
green, pale greyed-green, maple 
brown, gold, and banana, as well 
as off-white, according to col­
lections being shown now. Fab­
rics range from cotton homespun 
to cords, glamour crepes, print­
ed cotton knits, twills and many 
mixtures of synthetics and cot­
ton, or cotton and silk. All ma­
terials have a "soft” hand, and 
light-as-air-weight.
Fash i o n a b 1 e Frenchwomen 
claim the only edge they have on 
their American counterparts is 
their talent for wearing acces­
sories to properly dramatize their
costume. An easy new accessory 
trick is the vogue for colored 
stockings, being made now by 
11 Canadian manufacturers with 
any number of new tones. Blend­
ing rather than matching colors 
makes for a *4 harmonious whole 
such as .wearing yellow or topaz 
stockings with a cognac costume 
Or, striking contrasts are eye­
catching-flame red stockings 
and shoes to match worn with 
black. In New York they 
wearing black and deep gray 
stockings with black, gray and 
black-flecked daytime costumes.
night, and then proceeds to tear 
her outfit to shreds.
"This picture might have been 
taken five or even 10 years ago.
•Margaret looks as if she's 
going to a little boy’s birthday 
p«!rty and—as little girls do—for­
gotten her gloves.
"Look at that jacket. Could it 
be—surely not — a cut * down 
from one of her mother’s. If so, 
Margaret needs a better cutter. 
The sleeves are much too short.
".Look at that swirly pattern on 
the too-full skirt. Look at that bit 
of, shiny nonsense pinned in her 
hair."
The shiny nonsense was a pair 
Of diamond brooches shaped like 
butterflies.
Other papers express surprise 
that the princess was dropped 
from- the top 12, chosen by the 
New, York Dress Institute poll.
Style expert Iris- Ashley says 
the only reason must be that she 
was present at fewer “(iressy oc­
casions" during 15)37.
But the Queen's Inclusion in the 
list as No 4 is interpreted by 
some papers as a triumph for her 
British dress designers, Norman 
Hartnell and Hardy Amies.
“ It’s a triumph for British dress 
designing—so long in the Dol­
drums,’* comments The News 
Chronicle,
TAINTING , PHOTOGRAPHY
There will be a display of water I The Kelowna' Camera Club 
colors by Jack Deslisle Parker,[will hold its monthly meeting ini 
Vancouver, in the Library board > the Library board room on Wed- 
room from January 1 to 15. j nesday, January 8, at 8 p.m. The
It is hoped there will be an ex-' topic “Close - up Photography” 
hibit from the Prince George Art j will be discussed by Mr,* McClcl- 
Group for the last two weeks o f, land. Eastman K o d a k  slide 
January. , t"Quality in Photo Paper" will be?
shown.
The second recital of the Young FILMS
Artist Series will feature J e r r y  j Two outstanding films to be In' 
pianist. This will be the film ^ m  in
KKKKKKKKKKW
Fullerton, 
held in the high school auditorium 
pn January 16 at ,8 p.m. Tickets 
may be obtained at the door.
Recorded classical music will 
be played in the library board 
room on January 6 and 20, com­
mencing at 8 p .m .'
January arc 
Jolifou Inn and Niagara Frontier.
The Kelowna Film Council will 
hold Its monthly meeting in the 
Main Room of the Library at 7:30 
on January 6. Important busi­
ness will be discussed.
Nursery 
Opening
By MARY FRAN BURKE 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
TORONTO (CP) — In the new 
year many parents will be en­
rolling their children in nursery 
school for the first time.
Preparing a child for such a 
school is essential, says Mrs.
________Charles D e m p s e y ,  a senior
Whatever your whim don’t try!teacher at the Toronto Tiny Tots 
to select colors right from the Nursery School.
KELOWNA ARTS COUNCIL
Awards were presented to the 
winners of the Christmas picture 
contest at the December meeting, 
and a talk was given by Mrs. 
Grigsby on all the pictures on 
display. Winners under class 1 
were Gerhardt Bopplp and Marie 
Anne Bleille.
Under class 2 were Mrs. E. F, 
Maas and Colin McCormick.
Under class 3: Mrs. M. A. 
Grigsby.
The January meeting of the 
Kelowna Arts Council will be 
held <m January 17 a t 8 p.m. in 
the library board room. Anrillus- 
trated talk on architecture will 
be given by Gordon Hartley fol­
lowing the meeting.
David Bevan will give a talk 
and show colored slides on Ice­
land in the library on Monday, 
January 27, at 8 p.m. Everyone 
is welcome.
BIRTHS
BORN AT THE KELOWNA . 
GENERAL HOSPITAL
GERK: Born to Mr. and Mrs. 
J . G. Gerk, Kelowna on De­
cember 29, a son.
BROWN: iBorn to Mr. and 
Mrs. D. R. Brown, RR 3, Kcl 
owna, on December 31, a daught­
er.
LUKNOWSKY: Born to Mr. and 
Mrs. A. Luknowsky, RR 3, Kel­
owna, on January 1, a son.
ARRANCE: Born to Mr. and 
Mrs. L. C. Arrance. Kelowna, on 
January 1, a daughter.
WRIGHT: Born to Mr. and 
Mrs. R. E. Wright, Kelowna, on 
January 2, a son.
B eauty Plu s 
H O R M O N E LO T IO N
and
H O R M O N E C R EAM
NOW ON SPECIAL
at %  Price





OFFER EXPIRES SOON 
IIURRY TO
's Drugs
FOR YOURS NOW, OR 
PHONE 3333 FOR FREE 
DELIVERY
w m m m t ik
box, as they lose 50 per cent of 
their tone when on the leg. Test 
the tint .by running your hand 
through the hose.
Getting Youngster O ff  To Sleep 
Poses Problem To M any Mothers
By GARRY CLEVELAND 
MEYERS, Ph.D.
Very often, what seems to be 
the easy way becomes the hard 
way.'
A little child may cry less today
DURING CHRISTMAS WEEK 
. . .  Mrs. J . Smith with Mrs. G. 
A, McMaster and Roddy travel­
led to Spokane, Wash, and Ross- 
land, B.C., where they, spent 
Christmas Day with Mrs; Mc- 
Master’s sister, Mrs, A. Gleave.
• GUEST OF HER SISTER . . .  
Mrs. George Craig, during the 
holidays, Mrs, Lawrence Mac- 
donnell plans to return to Ver­
non on Sunday.
LT.'COL. H. K, CLARKE 
Commanding Officer, British 
Columbia/Dragoons journeyed to 
Kelowna for the "at home” held 
at the Armoury on New Year’s 
day.
FROM ALBERTA . . . Mr. and 
Mrs, William Adam of Millet, 
Alta, are guests during the holi­
day season at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. R, Busch.
MR. AND MRS. CYRIL MER- 
VYN . . .  of Rnvelstokc arc
S ling the holidays in Kelowna ng members of the family.
MAJOR PETER ACLAND . . , 
who spent tho holidays In Kel­
owna at the homo of Mr. and 
Mrs. H. V, Aclnnd, returned last 
night to Camp Borden,
FORMER KELOWNA RESI­
DENTS , . . Mr. and Mrs. S. M. 
Tait spent the New Year Holiday 
with Mr. and Mrs, G. Mcrvyn at 
their Okanagan Mission home.
MRS. D. OLIVER . . .  Is cn 
joying a holiday in Prince 
George visiting her daughter and 
son-lndaw, Mr, arid Mrs. R: M. 
Brown and grandchildren,
TRAVELLING FROM PRINCE 
GEORGE . , . t o  Kelowna 
. Michael Catchpole spent Christ­
inas wlth'"yhls parents Arch- 
.deacon and Mrs, D, S. Catchpole.
Sen journeyed to Vancouver for e New Ycar^cclcbrntlon, Re­
turning to Kelowrih last night. 
Michael will spend n few days 
here before returning! to Prince 
George.
COAST TRIP . J . Mr .“ John 
Ladd is spending a few days In 
Vancouver this week,
GUESTS AT THE HOME 
«t Mr. and Mrs. Alan Maxwell 
during the holiday season In 
eluded Mr: Maxwell’ll parents 
Mr.' nnd Mrs, L, Maxwell 
Vancouver/ Miss , IV Galbraith 
.from ' Abbotsford.'  and Mr. K. 
Cnntrlll, 'Vancouver.




Mrs. H. D. McLaughlin of Win­
nipeg, Man. is spending the holi­
day season with Mr. and Mrs. T. 
G. McLaughlin.
YACHT CLUB . . .  members 
entertained their friends at an 
‘at home” on Little: Boxing Day
MR. AND MRS. GORDON 
MACKENZIE . . .  returned ’to 
their home in North Vancouver 
on New Year’s- Day after spend­
ing, eleven days with Mrs. Mac- 
Kenzie’s mother Mrs. E. Schmok, 
Patterson Ave,
TO KOOTENAYS . . . Mrs. A.
, Maxwell is leaving next week 
for Kimberley to spend a two 
week visit with her parents.
DR. AND MRS. A. C. SCHMOK 
and son Michael, returned to 
their home in Newton,B.C.Jan 
2, after spending Christmas in 
Oliver with Mrs, Schmok’s par­
ents, Mr. nnd Mrs. Stephen 
Elscnhut, and the New Year 
with Dr. Schmok’s mother, Mrs, 
E. Schmok, in Kelowna.
GUESTS AT THE ROYAL 
ANNE HOTEL;. . . Former Kel­
owna residents, Mr. and Mrs. W 
V. Nicholson arrived New Year’s 
Eve to spend a few days visiting 
friends.,
BIG FAMILY
ST. BONIFACE, Man. (CP) 
Mrs. Laurence Dumalne, 37, of 
Isle dcs Chenes, Man., In hos 
ital here has Just given birth to 
er 12th child in 13 years. There 
are eight boys and four girls, 
have seven sisters and four 
brothers myself,” she said.
APOSTLE LEADS
ROSENORT, Man. (CP)-Nine 
girls find ono.boy were, in tho 
final round ot a spelling contest 
hero. Winner was Richard Apos 
tie. 13-ycar-old grade' eight stu 
dent.
if the mother slips off without 
telling him beforehand that she’s 
going out, but there will soon 
come a time when her leaving 
will worry him. He may develop 
all sorts of uncertain feelings and 
anxieties.
A mother in Texas, who has a 
child of 3, writes: "I have read 
that it is wrong to slip away, when 
we are leaving our little girl with 
baby-sitter, instead of telling 
her we are going out. However, 
the baby-sitter tells us she 
doesn't fuss nearly as, much if 
she doesn’t see us leave.” '
LATER CONSEQUENCES 
Like hundreds of others, this 
mother is guided solely by what 
seems to work now, The wise 
mother would considier possible 
later consequences.
The same mother writes:
"How can wq get this child back 
into the habit of taking an after­
noon nap, or at least a rest pc 
rlod, when she had done neither 
for a month or-so? I have tried 
leaving her alone in her room, 
staying with her and reading be­
side her bed, lying down with her, 
but she never settles dowm”
It’s possible she Is afraid that 
her mother will go away if she 
falls asleep. She may also feel un­
certain about how soon she can 
3e free to run about as she 
pleases
, Setting the clock to ring, say, 
nt the end, of 30 or 40 minutes 
might make a difference,
Some mothers are so calm and 
decisive that they can effectively 
toll fhe child to stay down nnd be 
quiet. Others can not 
This child might profit from 
nursery school whore every child 
learns to lie, down for n rest pe­
riod because tho others do.
The same youngster also Insists 
that her mother sit beside her 
bed at night until she falls asleep,
This might be the result of her 
fears that the mother might go 
away from home without telling 
her, It could also be the result of 
expecting — nnd getting, — too 
much-attention.
Putting an end to this practice 
is not easy; It will surely mean 
the child will do a great deal of 
crying.
However, some of her loneliness 
nnd fear might be reduced If a 
dim light Is left on outside tho 
open door. Then the mother 
should walk by her room occa­
sionally to reassure her.
A child should be able to feed 
himself," ' said Mrs. Dempsey. 
“Most important, he should be 
able to leave, his mother without 
becoming unnecessarily upset.
"Our nursery program is so or­
ganized that children are not con­
fused by their new surround­
ings.” -
FROM AGE OF TWO
Mrs. A. Carlaw is principal of 
the school, located in north-cent­
ral Toronto. Children are taken 
from the age of two.
Programs include a number of 
routine activities such as nurses’ 
inspection, a mid-morning milk 
break, dinner, nap, indoor and 
outdoor play.
"Our youngsters romp around 
the outdoors^ riding the merry-go- 
round, sliding, building sand cast­
les while others may take a turn 
at climbing the ‘jungle jim’ bar,” 
said Mrs. Dempsey. "Indoor ac­
tivities include ballet lessons for 
the girls while the little boy's are 
kept busy with coristruction sets 
and playing with trucks.”
Even the two-year-olds take 
part in the ballet lessons, she ad­
ded. They wear soft ballet shoes 
and sing nursery rhymes with 
their movements. The older chil­
dren are also taught some bar 
work. • I
Tots are first taught to make i 
paper cut-outs, paste and color. I 
They are also shown one-finger i 
painting and by the time they! 
reach four they can work with 
the whole hand.
Music time is a big event each 
day and all youngsters love to 
take part. Actions songs are 
stressed and children are taught 
dancing movements to accomp­
any the songs.
Also a daily event is the aft­
ernoon nap. The routine is us­
ually so planned to encourage 
sle\p. A child is taught to lie 
still and be quiet in the sleeping 
room and usually he ends up by 
having a nap, Mrs. Dempsey 
said. * .
Mrs. Dempsey urges parents to 
bring their i children to nursery 
school for a few visits prior to 
the first day. She also suggests 
during the first week that parents 
call for the children early. This 
makes a child realize that school 
is not taking him away from his 
mother and his home.
If children get the “ second 
week blues” pay no attention, she 
said. This often occurs ^ven after 
a happy first week at nursery 
school when childreft suddenly de­
cide they’ve had enough. They 
are soon diverted and forget their 
distress and inside of a day or 
two are back into the swing of 
nursery school life.
NORTHERN BEES
Norway has some 8,000 organ 
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Sheaths, shirt waists, casual and party fashions,. Many 
beautiful fabrics, colors. Your .outstanding opportunity 
to save, savd, save! ■
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T W A IN  M EET T O N IG H T
The faces will be the same, 
but there may be a slight dif­
ference when the Vernon Can­
adians meet in tonight’s reg-. 
ular OSHL game in Memorial 
Arena at 8. Canucks’ captain, 
Johnny Harms, No. 7, tore the
“C” off his sweater in a fit of 
pique on New Year’s when he 
was unhappy with the way re­
feree John Culos was facing 
off and earned a misconduct 
penalty for his manner of dis­
cussion. Mike Durban, the vet-
FIG U R E S K A T IN G  CLUB P R O  
N O W  H A S  A  M E D A L  PR O SPEC T
, Kelowna’s figure skating club professional, Mrs. Jean 
Ross Beaton, will be back in harness soon, with a prospect 
for a gold medal in 1975 having joined the family.
The new member, Heather Jean, was bom to Mrs. 
Beaton on Dec. 27. Husband, Mac, and son Donald are 
well.
The figure skating pro has been in the Orchard City 
two seasons now, and operated the summer figure skating 
school last year, something that is planned to be on a per­
manent basis.
GEORGE INGLIS —  SPORTS EDITOR
FRI., JAN. 3, 1958 THE DAILY COURIER
Hunters Assure Lots Game 
For Rod And Gun Banquet
Sportsmen who were worrying I try to find 'some meat for the 
whether there would be sufficient banquet table, and he was sin- 
game on hand for the annual gularly successful, bagging two 
game banquet of the Kelowna the-first day.
Agar Plans Throttl 
Packers W in Stre
eran Packers’ forward, seen 
behind Harms, will probably 
still be carrying his role of de­
fence man, which he has car-' 




, Dunlops Have Lots On Ball 
But Lack Take-Charge Guy
By GEORGE INGlIlS
(Courier Sports Editor)
H Q C K EY SCORES
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Toronto 2 Montreal 5
OIIA-NOHA SENIOR A 
North Bay 3 Windsor 0 
WESTERN INTERNATIONAL 
Rossland 4 Trail 1
and District Rod and Gun Club 
need have no fears—the game is 
arriving in abundance.
The banquet, slated for the 
middle of February, will not be 
scheduled definitely until the 
guest speaker' arrangements 
have been concluded;
In the mean time, however, 
David Ross of East Kelowna and 
Doug Rankin of Glenmore have 
donated a prime three-year-old 
cow moose to the banquet, bag­
ged in Wells Gray Park Decem­
ber 27.
This was .Ross’, second try in 
the park this year, and his third
It begins to look like the Whitby Dunlops are the best bet in 
Canada to vie for the world championship. ^  -
At least they are going to be the’best the OHA can offer, 
judging by the way they are shaping up. Certainly, they will have 
a much-strengthened club, and without doubt they have a pub­
lic relations set-up that is second only to the NHL itself. The 
only thing they lack is, a trio of Warwicks.
Manager Wren Blair seems to have retained his tight 
grip on the club’s reins in spite of the appointment of ex-NHLer 
Sid Smith as coach. In fact, the hockey-wise coach is seldom 
mentioned in,connection with club policies, procedure, training 
locale, negotiations, or player shopping.
Blair, a pretty fair publicist himself, in point of view of 
wordiness, has his skill ably backed up by Bpb Hesketh, a form­
er sports writer now working in the advertismg.business, and the 
releases from the club are frequent and informative. Blair’s 
greatest miff ha$ been with the decriers of his hockey club'as a 
worthy choice for the honor of representing Canada, and his 
greatest desire is to prove they are all talking through their hats.
The club was very inappropriately termed a “Cinderella” 
club last year, in their first season as a senior “A” entry, when 
they waded through to the Allan Gup. The only similarity be­
tween them and the dusty young girl from the fairy story is the 
fact that her coach may have had Dunlop tires. Certainly the 
Whitby club rides o n ’em. (
/The biggest dissimilarity is that the peak of Cinderella’s 
venture into the spotlight of fame came seconds before mid 
night, whereas the Dunnies will be. facing their biggest moments 
in the high noon of hockey, the world championship tourney.
Actually, the Dunlops are a worthy choice. .
GOOSE HANGS HIGH '
Aside from potent financial status, which makes them a'
, shoo-in to come back, to Canada sans the mortgage the city of 
Penticton was plastered with as the result of Hie V’s venture into 
fame, the Dunlops have a tremendous hockey club, and each 
passing day is in its favor, as they have a rotation rest system, 
physical training schedule and are still shopping for a centre and 
a “rocky” defenceman. •
They have no intention of being caught napping, and are 
taking every precaution to avoid dropping into the pitfalls that 
have beset the paths of previous contenders. In this program, 
they i are to be congratulated on their perspicacity, and envied 
their sponsorship. •
One of the greatest differences between the games in their 
own senior league and those they will play in Europe, aside from 
the rules, is the physical difference of playing on an outdoor rink. 
To offset the suddpn shock of change in this respect, the Dunnies 
are to practice at Upper Carihda College in Toronto, which Will 
approximate conditions, even though the air will be a lot more 
temperate than they will experience in Oslo’s outdoor rink.
In addition to their red-flannel workouts, the Dunnies will 
alsp take special calcsthenic drills under right winger Jack Me 
Kcnzic, who doubles in brass as it physical training instructor at 
Preston High School.
To avoid strain, and the injuries that result from being tired, 
they will be rested in cycles for the remainder of their OHA- 
NOHA schedule. With any kind of luck, they hope to arrive in 
Europe with their club intact as it stands right now, with the ad­
dition of two players they are now shopping for,
To date, the'biggest blow has been the news that Fred 
Etcher, the club’s leading scorer last year, will not be sufficiently 
recovered from this tibia bone fracture to mnkc the trip with the 
club. . £  „
George Gossclin, North Bay Trapper wingman who filled 
in wit|t tho Dunnies when they played the Russians to a 7-2 
standstill recently, is rnopted as a replacement for Etcher.
“Long John” Henderson, the Dunnies sensational net- 
mindcr, and one of the big reasons for their success last year, is 
going to bo backed up by two possible replacements—Roy 
Edwards, 20-ycar-old sparo goalie, and Jack Donlcvy, recent 
replacement for Henderson: Donlcvy will accompany tho team 
in un administrative capacity. • V . ,
As wc said, they have everything buTpivO or three Warwicks;
NO  SLAMS IN T E N D E D
Wc rush to interpret the references to tljc DunnicsV War- 
wicjdcss slate—there is no intention to discredit them, just point 
out their weak Spot.
Willi everything in their favor as far ns Quality of players 
on the roster, standard of training and method of preparation, 
tho Dunnies lack tho vital spark that led the unknown, unloved 
and unschooled Penticton V’s to rise above themselves, coqqucr 
fatigue, overcome obstacles and gain the name p t  being one, of 
the greatest come-back clubs in Crtnndian hockcylmtory. They 
lack n “take charge guy". They lack n guy who can Infuse them 
with such n burning desire and will to win that they \vill be un­
conquerable, They lack a giiy whose driving play will refuse to 
acknowledge defeat, no matter how apparent. ,
The V s had one, two, three of them,
Earlier in the season venison 
has been donated by Dan Hill, 
Jack Whittingham, '.Jack John­
son, Doug Mervyn and Dave 
Millns, giving the committee an 
ample supply of venison.
. Predator hunters are still seek­
ing cougar meat, which has be­
come a banquet favorite in the 
last few years, and there is a 
possibility they will have beaver 
on the menu.
An interesting program to help 
digest the bountiful banquet Is
V e r n o n  Canadians coach, 
George Agar, figures his boys 
can skate the Packers into the 
ice tonight in Memorial Arena, 
in. their 8 p.m. OSHL fixture.
In order to stop the flight of 
the league leaders, he will have 
to throttle the league’s top trio, 
among other things. The line of 
Jim Middleton, Joe Kaiser and 
Brian Roche top the league scor­
ing with 61, 59 and 53 points re­
spectively. .
He will also have to contend 
with the spirit and never-say-die 
playing of the boys who beat the 
second place Kamloops Chiefs 
three times in a row, playing 
only 11 men.
For tonight's game, the Pack­
ers should be in better shape, 
since Ray Powell’s leg is loosen­
ing up, and he will probably be 
back.
GETTING “SEA LEGS"
Orv La veil is looking better 
every day, and was out there last 
night with Powell, Jablonski, 
Moe Young, Hromi Ito, getting 
in some extra practice, getting 
his “ sea legs" back.
Young, who has -had trouble 
with his leg muscle for some 
time, was also looking a lot 
stronger in the pins in his extra 
workout last night. Jablonski, a 
young man who believes sincere­
ly in keeping in shape, and who 
is looking more impressive every 
time he plays, was wearing a 
sweat jacket, although he packs 
very little extra on his lean 
frame. -
The club faces the New Year 
in better shape than they have 
ever been, with ten home games 
and ten away games to the end 
of the season, and a full seven- 
point lead over the second-place 
Chiefs.
BETTER THAN EVER
The home fans will see Vernon
final league game at home being 
on Friday, February 14, against 
the Agar crew. Based on their 
performance to date, they should 
have no trouble with any of the 
clubs, since their record at home 
is better than ever.
On the road, they will take the 
long trip to Kamloops four times, 
but If the New Year’s matinee 
is any criterion, they have brok­
en the jinx that has haunted 
Kelowna clubs in the Hub City. 
They will make the shorter trips 
to Penticton and Vernon three
times each, and their 
dicates they are better 
other club in Vernon, 
suffered a few defeats 
ticton. They .uelhd up the 
games and the league s 
against the Chiefs on 
Feb. 15 In Kamloops.
In the meantime, coa 
O’Reilly will be conccntra 
winning hockey games,' 
of them to hold Ms fat lea 
come home the winner 
Becker Trophy for the firs 
in tho Packers’ history.
O l d  N e w  Y o r k  
O p e n  B a ll  C i t y  ?
being lined up by the committee 
and the date will be set as soon]four times* Penticton and Kam- 
as the speaker has been lined upJ loops each three times, with the
, SUMMARIES
KELOWNA 6—KAMLOOPS 1 
(Matinee')
First Period:
1. Kelowna, Kaiser (Roclie) 16:24. 
Penalties: B. Warwick 3:03;. Leo­
pold 4:2a, Middleton 4:23, Swar- 
brick 12:05, Shirley 12:05, Jab­
lonski 10:37. ;
Second period:
2. Kamloops, Leopold (D. War- 
vyick, B. Warwick) 8:50.
3. ' 'Kelowna, Durban 10:04.
"4. 'Kelowna, Swarbrick (Jablon­
skl) 14:30, ^
5., Kelowna/ Middleton (Smith) 
14:54.
6. Kelowna, Middle (Ypung,
Kaiser) 16:25 >
Penalty: Smith, 4:05.
Third pbriod: , , '
7. Kelowna, Kaiser (Roche)- 7:11,
Penalties: Mildleton 4:00, Mil­
liard 6:35, G. Warwick 9:45, Dur­
ban 9:45, Smith 17:04. ...
KELOWNA 9—KAMLOOPS 3
First period:
1. Kelowna, Swarbrick (Durban) 
6:36. .
2. Kelowna, Middleton (Roche, 
Kaiser) 13:52. .
3. Kamloops, Sasakamoose, 16:46. 
Penalties: Middleton 0:57, Sas- 
akamoosp 6:16, Cadman 12:27; 
Dick Warwick 13:37.
Second period:
4. Kelowna, Young, (Kaiser, Mid­
dleton) 6:30.
5. Kelowna, Durban (Jones) 10:00
6. Kamloops, D. Warwick (Hun-
chuk) 13:37. ■
Penalties: Milliard 4:28, Jab­
lonski 17:50, Coburn 13:52.
Third period: - /
Kamloops, B. Warwick (Hry- 
ciuk) 1:13 1
8. Kelowna, Jablonski (Jones, 
Young) 4:09.
9. Kelowna, Roche (Kaiser, Ml<F
’ dleton) 6:29 '
10. Kelowna, Jones (unassisted) 
6:56.
ILKelowna, Kaiser. (Middleton 
8:27.
12. Kelowna, Young (Kaiser, 
, Middleton) 15:57 
Penalties: none.
L e s  H a b s  L o o k  L i k e  C i n c h  
T o  B r e a k  T w o  N H L  R e c o r d s
By KENNEDY WELLS 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
The Montreal Canadiens ot 
1957-58, one of the most powerful 
teams ever assembled in the Na­
tional Hockey 1 League, have a 
good chaijce to break two- league 
records this season.
The 'Canadiens turned the cor­
ner into the second half, of their 
70-game schedule by whipping To­
ronto Maple Leafs 5-2 Thursday 
night to go 12 points ahead of 
e^second-place New York Rang- 
/  who have-played two more 
games. . \
The wkji was their 23rd in 36 
games and gave them, with five
ties, a total of 51 points.
By stepping up their pace just 
a trifle in the remaining 34 games 
they can break Detroit Red 
Wings’ 1950-51 record of 101 points 
during a season and their own 
record for total wins, set in 1955- 
56, of 45.
TWO FOR MOORE
In Montreal before 15,275 fans, 
Dickie Moore scored twice for the 
Habs to rhake his season’s total 
18. Henri (Pocket Rocket) Ri 
chard counted once to keep 
abreast of Moore. Claude Pro­
vost and Jean-Guy Talbot added 
the others.
Toronto scorers were Brian
Balloon M ay Solve 
Ball Park Problems In L A
r
Long Rink Winner 
A t  Family Bonspiel
PEACHLAND — The family 
bonspiel, played annually be-
a een Christmas and New Year’s la a great success again this 
year, with 14 rinks entering.
The final games were played 
on Sunday evening, with prized 
presented by the president, Al­
lan Hickey. The prizes were' all 
donated by tho Pcnchlnpd and 
Westbbnnk merchants.
A event winners were: 1st, 
George Long; 2nd Allen Mc­
Kinnon; ,3rd . Allan Hickey; 4th 
Verne Oakes.
B event winners were: 1st John 
Brown; 2nd Jack Gnrrawny; 3rd 
John Blower; 4th Kenny Ingram.
C event winners were: 1st Jim 
Clements: 2nd, Donnie Cousins; 
3rd 11, Zdrnlck; 4th Alf Ruffle 
Tho winner of the fouslcnl 
clock was Kenny Ingram, Wost- 
bunk.
lo s  An g e l e s  (A P )-it may
sound liKfesq devious scheme but 
one man has suggested that the 
only thing needed to get the Los 
Angeles Dodgers into Memorial 
Coliseum next season is a bal­
loon.
A big ballobn, 50 feet in diame­
ter. It would be to keep the sun 
out of players’ eyes by providing 
them w 11 h the world’s biggest 
eyeshade,
One of the chief obstacles to 
an agreement-that would let the 
baseball teath play in the 100,- 
000-seat coliseum has been a lack 
of accord over where home plate 
should tie.
' The C o l i s e u m  Commission 
doesn't want it at the west end 
because it wbuld be necessary to 
tear up considerable turf there 
The Dodgers don’t want it at 
the cast end because the stin 
would peer squarely in the eyes 
of batters and catchers,
C o n t r a c t o r  Van fHiirFllP 
m a r c h e d  Into a commission 
meeting Thursday with a big 
drawing, showing a huge balloon 
anchored over - the west end of 
the stadium by three cables, 
SELL AD SPACE 
Tho idea, he explained, would 
be-, to adjust-the position of the 
balloon so it would cast a shadow 
over home plate, relieving t\ic 
batter of the burden of squinting 
at a curvcball through blinding 
sunlight.
As the g a m e  and , the sun 
moved along, Harris explained 
tho position of the balloon could 
be changed by winches on the 
ends of the cnblcs,
It might cost $100,000 or so 
Hnrrls ndmitted, but tho commls 
slon could get back several times 
that amount bv selling ndvcrtls 
ing spned on the side of the bn 1 
oon.
The cpmmlsslon took no action
V
on Harris’ suggestion and later 
deadlocked 4 - 4 on a proposal 
that would have amended the 
conditions under which the team 
could use the big bowl.
One of the amendments woul‘d 
put home plate at the west end, 
and the other would require that 
the Dodgers replace any sod dug 
up during baseball season.
Both amendments , were con­
tingent on a breakdown in the 
Dodgers' negotiations- with near- for fourth place . . , My team will
by Pasadena for use of the R o s e  I know,\ though, that I believe a 
Bowl but they failed to get t|ie hockey club should battle for Its
Tigers Get Tough 
On Star Players
DETROIT (AP)—Detroit Tigefs 
nrc adopting n tough policy on 
dnycr salaries nnd some of the 
ilghcr - priced talent can expect 
cuts in 1958.
General Manager Jo|in Mtilnlc 
says tho Tigers in the pnst have 
been “extremely, generous to me 
dioerp baseball players,"
“Wo’ro going to tnkd a long, 
hard l o o k  at performances." 
Mcllalc told'reporters Thursday. 
Players who do good Jobs wil l 
be rewarded. flayers who don' 
do as well ns expected can ex­
pect adjustments.'’
Over tho years the Tigers have 
had one of baseball's highest pay 
rolls, despite the fact that th 
club has not won a pennant lilnco 
1945 nnd has finished higher than 
fourth'bnly once In' tho last dec-1 
fide.
needed six votes.
D o d g e r  President W a l t e r  
O'Malley has another date to 
talk about the Rose Bowl with 
Pasadena officials next Monday.
Cullen and George Armstrong.
Canadiens, who waged a 27-pen­
alty battle with Boston Bruins 
Wednesday night, were relatively 
peaceful last night and only 
Andre Pronovost felt inclined to 
do battle. Bob Baun of.the Leafs 
felt the same way and the ,two 
drew majors for fighting, in the 
third.
The teams each had 30 shots on 
goal.
Canadiens now have taken in­
juries to Maurice (Rocket) Ri­
chard; netniinder Jacques Plante 
Jean Beliveau, Henri Richard, 
Bernie (Boom-Boom) Geoffrion 
and assorted others with scarcely 
a stumble and with the Rocket 
and Beliveau due back this month 
the rest of the season should be 
only a question of how big a 
total they can pile up.
PILOUS MEETS PRESS 
In Toronto Saturday night Rudy 
Pikutsywill make his debut as 
<!oach^f\Chicago Black Hawks. 
A v43tyearald veteran of minor 
league jobs. Pilous moves to the 
last-place Hawks after a success­
ful career with their farm team, 
St. Catharines Teepees of .the 
OHA Junior A series.
Meeting the Chicago i press 
Thursday, Pilous, who frequently 
provides colorful copy, said:
“I don't expect to be a miracle 
man, but we'U tr our hardest
NEW YORK (AP) — Is New 
York an "open city"’for any Na­
tional League team that might 
want to move in? Or- do the 
Yankees have exclusive rights to 
the only major league baseball 
show in town?
Commissioner Ford Frick and 
a four - man committee will 
wrestle with questions like that 
today when'they start to explore 
the territorial problems of base­
ball. The shifts of the Giants and 
Dodgers to California put the 
spotlight on the muddled situa- 
tion.
A c o m m i t t e e  appointed by 
Mayor Wagner to try to bring a 
National League team to New 
York has been assured by FWpk 
that It will find the city "open."
There were broad hints from 
Cincinnati l a r t  weekend that 
owner Powell Crosley, Jr., was 
thinking of moving his Redlegs. 
Crosley said the opinion among 
National League owners seemed 
to be unanimous that it should 
maintain a team In New York, 
DEfTNE RIGHTS 
Frick and his committee are to 
spell out the territorial rights 
situation for all time and for all 
cities. It is believed they will 
work out some deal so that a 
large city can have two teams 
without violating the rights of the 
Club already operating in the 
city.
Under so-called baseball law, 
the circuit of either major league 
can not be changed to include 
any city in the other circuit ex­
cept by the unanimous consent 
of the clubs in both leagues.
The committee is expected to 
approve an amendment that will 
be ' submitted to the next joint 
meeting of the majors, Jan. 25 
in New York.
When the leagues discussed 
this problem at meetings in Col­
orado Springs, Colo., in early De­
cember, they were unable to
agree. The National sough 
make available for future 
all the territory of the five 
York boroughs and Long Is 
The American wanted cxcl 
rights with the exccptio 
Brooklyn.
share of the ice and more than 
its share of the puck."
Veteran Rams QB 
a n g s U p
LOS ANGEJLES (AP) — The 
high pressure of quarterbacking 
a million-dollar professional foot­
ball team may be the reason for 
the retirement of Norman Van 
Brocklln of Los Angeles Rams, 
Van Brocklin, announcing his 
retirement Thursday night after 
nine years with the National 
Football League Rams snid only: 
“Nino yenrs is a long time and 
I’ve been around that .long.” 
Pete Rozellc, general manager 
of the Rams and a close friend 
of the quarterback, had an in­
formal opinion.
Rosi A n d  Busso 
Fight Tonight -  
Honest Iniun!
NEW YORK (AP) — Accord 
Ing to a usually reliable source, it 
has been' rumored, reported and 
confirmed that- Pnolo Rosi and 
Johnny' Busso will fight tonlglit 
in a televised bout at Mndlsop 
Square Garden, But the same 
^source hnn been wrong four 
times.
They said on Broadwnv there 
la more wagering on whether the 
two lightweights ever will mnkc 
It Un the ring steps thari on the 
result, The flu bug and various 
assorted Injuries forced four pre­
vious postoopements; 
i Bosl, n Mo-5 favorite, Is No. 5 
among the lightweight contenders 
is,the rankings of both the Na- 
\ tonal Boxing Association and 
ting magazine Busso Is No. B 
vlth NBA find No. 10 with Ring,
Laycoe Paddies 
Rookie Defence
VANCOUVER (CP) — Man 
ngcr Hal Lnycoc of New West­
minister Royals of the Western 
Hockey Lcngup announced Thurs­
day night that rookie defenceman 
John Yanchuk has been sold out­
right to Vlctorln Cougars.
Yanchuk likely will play for the 






jor leagues of English soocer 
start plnying Saturday for the 
Association Cup, •
Hundreds of villages, hamlets 
and cities have battled since Aug­
ust for a place in the cup conv( 
petition. Now the n u m b e r  of 
teams has been narrowed to §4 
and the first and second divisions 
of tho soccer leagues have their 
first cup games on tap,
Two small-city teams are still 
In there fighting.
United of Hereford, n city of 
33,000, will battle Wednesday of 
Sheffield, n city of 552,000, at 
Hereford, It will he the first time 
a first division club has visited 
Hereford. *
Ycovi| Town, with a ponulntlon 
of less than 20,000. will travel 
to London t<* fight Fulham, lead­
ers of League II.
FINAL IN MAY 
The cun winner won’t be dc 
cidcd until May 4 In the big cup 
final at\Wembley Stadium.
While the teams will devote 
some Saturdays to cup play, they 
also will be battling for tongue 
titles. Both competitions run par­
allel.
Winter Golfers 
Start In L .A .
LOS ANGELES (AP)—The 1958 
winter golf trail opens today with 
a field of 152 set to tee off in 
the 32nd Los Angeles Open and 
a nurse of $35,000.
Playing the Rancho munjcipal 
course for the third straight year, 
the Los Angeles event as usual 
attracted most of,, the big name 
professionals and a.young irmy 
of lesser-lights. Rancho meas­
ures 7.170 yards and par is 
36-35—71.
Doug Ford won the 1957 tour­
nament and is 'a strong threat to 
win the $7,000 winner’s prize. 
Last year he won with a 280, 
four under par for the 72 holes.
His immediate runners-up were 
Jay Hebert. 281; Art Wall Jr., 
arid Jack Burke Jr., with 283, 
They arc on deck for this year’s 
show, as well as Toronto’s A1 
Balding, who finished eighth in 
monev winners among Canadian 
and U.S. pros.
Warriors Tramp 
On Flyers Heel 
In VVIHL Race
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Rossland Warriors chalked up 
another win Thursday night—their 
seventh in eight games—and gain­
ed two more valuable points on 
the leading Spokane Flyers of 
t h e  Western Interior Hockey 
League.
The Warriors defeated Trail 
Smoke Eaters 4-1 and now are 
only two points behind the Flyers 
with one game in hand. The Fly­
ers have held top spot since early 
in the season.
There was no action in the Ok­
anagan Senior League. Tonight 
the leading Kelowna Packers will 
play third-placed Vernon Canad­
ians and Kamloops Chiefs, In sec­
ond spot, will meet Penticton Vs. 
Action in the Western Interior 
League will resume Saturday 
night.
Thursday night's loss for the 
Smoke Eaters, traditional rivals 
of the Warriors, was their first 
in five games. They pulled thrim- 
selves out of the’cellar New Year’s 
Day with a win over Nelson Maple 
Leafs.
Captain Bobby Kromm got 
Trail’s lone goal against Ross­
land. Pinoke McIntyre and Frank 
Turik made it 2-0 in the second 
period after a scoreless first 
frame. Kromm scored early in 
the third but Ray Demore and 
Bud Andrews scored ,two more 
for Rossland in the closing min­
utes to' give the Warriors a com­
fortable win.
Reno Zanier conslstcnly turned 
back the Trail forwards, stopping 
34 shots. Only four penalties were 
called during the game, three of 
them in the first period.
PLEA0ANT CLIMATE
Average temperature range. In 
Vancouver is 32 to 62 degrees, 
with annual rainfall of 62 inches.
SIEG 'S
S ER V IC E
Service is 
O u r  Business
542 BERNARD AVE.
C U R ING IG N ITIO N  ILLS IS 
O U R  BUSINESS
Ignition service is not n 
•’sideline” with us, It’s  ̂
our specialty. - We’ve 
the skilled men and 
modern equipment to 
do it RIGHT!
G E M  A U T O  SERVICE
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P A R A L Y Z E D  B O Y RECEIVES Y U LE GIFT
A Yuletide gift much better 
than anything manufactured 
was given to Brian Ibbotson and 
his family, of Fergus, Ont. 
Brian,' a cheerful boy of 10, is 
suffering from a rare muscular 
disease . which has rendered 
him paralyzed from the neck 
down. The. disease, dystonia
musculorum deformans, first 
became apparent in 1954 and a 
few months after the first evi­
dence, Brian was a cripple.
' Just before Christmas, he was 
operated on at'the Hospital for 
Sick Children in Toronto and, 
in a rare feat of surgery, a tiny 
section of his brain was de­
stroyed. / 1 nost immediately 
improvement was noted and 
now he is able to move his 
limbs, not easily but better that 
he has done for three years. 
With him here arc his mother 
and father, Mr. and Mrs. Leon­
ard Ibbotson, and his sisters, 
Karen and Valerie. .
IT'S D IEFENB AKER
Prairie Lawyer Changes Whole 
Complex O f Federal Politics
By ALAN DONNELLY 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
OTTAWA (CP)—A Prairie law­
yer’s leadership of the Progres­
sive Conservative party changed 
the whole complexion of federal 
politics in 1957. An interna­
tionally - known diplomat now 
hopes to swing things back to the 
Liberals in 1958,
The election upset of last June 
10 put Saskatchewan’s John Dief- 
enbaker, 62, into the-prime min­
ister’s office. The diplomat,; 60- 
year-old Lester B. Pearson, is 
hoping that an election in 1958 
may do the same for him.
Canada’s voters ended 22 years 
of Liberal government when they 
turned to Mr. Diefenbaker’s Con­
servatives. But they did not give 
him an outright parliamentary 
majority, and another election is
virtually certain in 1958.
NEW LIBERAL CHIEF
When the vote comes, the Lib­
erals will have a new leader, 
just as the Conservatives had 
last election. Indications point to 
Mr. Pearson having the inside 
track when the party meets Jan. 
14-16 to choose a successor to 
former prime minister Louis St; 
Laurent. Paul Martin, former 
health minister, is also in the 
running.' Others", including for 
mer finance minister Walter Har­
ris, may also be nominated.
Mr. Pearson’s position, undoub­
tedly was enhanced by the award 
of the Nobel peace prize for 1957, 
for his past work as external af­
fairs minister.
Whatever the outcome of the 
leadership contest and the next 
election 1957 and 1958 will go
M O V IE C O LU M N
W i t h  F a n  L e t t e r s
By BOB THOMAS
HOLLYWOOD (AP)—What hap­
pens when a movie star bares 
her feelings on life after death,?
“It was one of the most re­
markable reactions I’ve ever ex- 
periencedf’ reports Deborah 
Kerr.
Recently Miss Kerr, along with 
a Nobel prize winner and an 
American senator, penned her 
reflections on what happens to 
human beings after they die. The 
story, released by the Associated 
Press, was printed widely. - 
REMINDED QUICKLY
The actress had done the story 
and , forgotten about it. But she 
was soon reminded—the morning 
the stOry broke. ’ •
“The first thing I knew about 
It was, when Paul Coates celled 
me," she said, referring to the 
television reviewer. "He wanted 
me to go on the. air and tell my 
thoughts about immortality." She 
politely declined.
“'Then I started Retting phono 
colls by the dozens,"' she said. 
“Neckln Logan, the wife of Josh 
Logan, called and told me-she 
hod cut the storj' out and pasted 
It on cardboard to save until the
day when her daughter would ask 
her what happens when people 
die,
"Whenever I go out socially, 
the story always comes u p . Peo­
ple are always telling how re­
freshing it was. The unusual thing 
is that I get these comments 
from people ’of all religions."’ 
BOOK OF^ER
Another result: The offer from 
a publisher to buy an “inspira­
tional book for women" written 
by Miss Kerr.
"I had to decline,” she said, 
"To write a book like that'would 
require r e c o r d  ing all your 
thoughts over a long period. I’m 
just too busy for that. It took me 
a week of solid thinking to round 
up my thoughts on life after 
death." /
On her time off from Separate 
Tables, Miss Kerr is wading 
through "a mountain of mall’’ 
that resulted from the story 
' “Oddly enough, all of the let­
ters so far 'a re  complimentary," 
she commented. “I. expected to 
have a wave of protest from those 
who disagreed with -me, but it 
has’t cbme, Perhaps they arc 
waiting before they .strike,",
Crown Zellerbach Held Violator 
U .S . Anti-M erger Amendment
WASHINGTON (AP)—The U:S. 
government held Thursday Crown 
Zellerbndi Corp., San Francisco, 
in violation of the anti-merger 
law, and ordered It to divest lt- 
relf of St. Helens Pulp and'Papor 
Co., a major compotltlor it ac­
quired in 1953,
The Federal Trade Commission 
directed Crown Zellerbach to offer 
within 60 days a plan for dispos­
ing of the St, Helens, Ore., prop­
erty and forbade the firm to cut, 
sell or distribute any timber from 
the St. Helens lnilds, i,
James D, Zellerbach, United 
States ambassador to Italy, was 
boprd chnlrman of the San Fran­
cisco company, the nation's big­
gest pnper and paper products
manufacturer, when the St. Helens 
firm was acquired.
The FTC opinion is the first to 
express the commission's think 
Ing under a 1951 anti-merger 
amendment to the Clayton anti 
trust Act.
The Clayton Act amendment 
forbids a corporation to acquire 
the stock assets of another corpor­
ation where the effect In any line 
of commerce may bo to damage 
competition or create a monopoly
Crown Zellerbach bought sub 
stantially all of St. Helens’ stock 
In June 1953 dn an exchange for 
shares of Its bwn common (dock 
valued at $9*1, million. , In 1955 
St. Helens was fully merged into 
Crown Zcllerhnch,
Sid Abel To Guide Wings, 
Succeeds Skinner As Coach
DETHOIT (AP) — Jlhi Skinner 
unexpectedly resigned Thursday 
ns'coach of Detroit Red Wings of 
the National Hockey League and 
Sid Abel was hired to' succeed 
hint.
Skinner said he was quitting on 
Advice of hi* pliyslclun, l)r, Mll- 
,tofi L. Ko:iley, who -hits been 
treating him for migraine heaih 
aches, tie had becn'Dcltoit conchi 
8»A neasons.
Abel, a Red Wing star froth
after r< '.iring from active play 
H«- has been n mnnufncturcr's 
agent in Detroit and a radio and 
television hockey commentator 
for three years. .
The Red Wings, league chain 
pious last season, have hud n 
rough time in the current NHL 
season, They are lied with To­
ronto Maple Leafs for fourth 
olnco in, tin si::-tcam longue. 
They have won 13, lost 17 and 
tied seven for 33 points. First
1938 through 1952, conchcd Chl-jpluce Montreal Canndlcns have 
Cilgo Black Hawks two seasons^  poipts.'
»*i V ' ''
Into the records as' a period of 
the great political stirrings and 
changes since the 1920 decade of 
minority government in Canada.
At that time, too, there were two 
general elections in successive 
years, .1925 and 1926.
The present two - year period 
may be one of record activity 
for Parliament itself. The 1957 
pattern of sessions before and 
after the- election likely will be 
repeated again in 1958, unless the 
combined ‘ Commqns opposition 
defeated the government before 
a new session gets under way in 
the new year.
MAIN BATTLEGROUND 
In the next election, the main 
battleground for- control of Par 
liament will be in Ontario and 
Quebec, which return 160 of the 
265 Commons members.
The Conservatives hope to ex­
pand, their present 113 Commons 
seats' into an outright majority. 
Thus much of their efforts will 
bp-directed to Quebec’s 75 consti­
tuencies*  ̂of which they now hold 
only nine.
TheLiberals’ biggest task will 
be to hold their Quebec strength 
—64 of the present 106 Liberal 
MPs are from that province— 
and to. recoup their election los 
ses in Ontario where they now 
hold 21 seats to the, Conserva 
tivGs’ 61.
Conservatives supplanted Lib­
erals " in 1951 as the dominant 
party in the Atlantic, provinces 
and" the next contest in that area 
will again be a two-way battle 
WESTERN SEATS 
The four Western provinces 
however, may settle the major 
political question: Will any party 
emerge from the next election 
with an outright Commons ma 
;ority?
The CCF and Social Credit 
parties have their strongholds in 
the West. Hopes of the two old- 
line parties of gaining an out 
right / election majority could be 
balked if the two younger part­
ies maintain or increase their 
present strength.
The CCFi marked its 25th an 
verpary year by electing 
MPs, including three in Northern 
Ontario, to come within three of 
the party’s tecord high in 1945 
Social Credit reached a record 
Commons membership with 
elected in Alberta and British Co­
lumbia.. I
Conservatives hold 21 of the 70 
constituencies in the four West 
cm provinces, The last election 
dropped Liberal representation in 
the area to eight front) 25,
NEW LOOK
The cast of main characters in 
th<S next campaign will be far dif­
ferent from that of the 1957 bat­
tle,*
Biggest change, of course, will 
be the absence of Mr, St. Laur­
ent, victor in 1949 and 1953 elec­
tions, who nt the age of 75 an­
nounced last September he wns 
stooping down for health reasons, 
The Conservative campaign, ns 
(t wns last spring, will be built 
around tho personality nnd whirl 
wind campaigning of Mr. Dlofcn- 
bnkcr. His licutennnts will , be 
men who have come to new 
prominence In cabinet ranks, 
such ns Finance Minister Donald 
Fleming nnd Transport Minister 
Gcbrge Hoes of Ontario, Quo' 
bee’s Solicitor-General Leon Bnl 
cer, nnd Westerners like Trnde 
Minister Gordon Churchill, Agrl 
culture Minister Douglas Hark 
ness arid Justice Minister Dnvle 
Fulton,
The Liberals will enter the bat 
tie with a new platform ham 
mered out nt the January con 
ventlon nnd plenty of campaign 
Ing trflcnt Including Mr, Fcnrson, 
Mr, Mnrtin, Mr, Harris, Quo 
bee’s Jpnn Loan Co nnd Lionel 
Chcvrier, B.C.’s James Sinclair 
J. W.« Pickcrsgill of Ncwfoundr 
land, nnd possibly once again the 
74-vcnr-old1 votemn of Prairie 
politics, James G, Gardiner.
At the Inst election when poor 
health limited th»>\ activities of M. 
J. Coldwcll, CCF'leader, Stnnlyv 
Knowles of W I n n I il o g carried 
much of the load, Recently 
ehosed the party’s deputy lender, 
Mr Knowles can lie, expected to 
he even* metre active,
The frontline forces of th* So­
cial Credit pprtv ppd'T Solon 




ices will be held today for Mrs. 
Jules Castonguay, wife of Can­
ada’s former chief electoral offi­
cer and mother of Nelson Cas­
tonguay, who now holds that 
post. Mrs. Castonguay. G9. died 
Tuesday at her home here after 
a long illness.
DUMB CHILDREN KILLED
PICAYUNE, tyiss. 4API—Four 
children, three of whom couldn’t 
walk or talk, were burned to 
death h e re Wednesday night 
when fire destroyed their home.
A fifth child escaoed. The par­
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Gardner 
Windham, were not at home 
when the fire broke out, author­
ities said. Dead are Clco. 10, 
Marv Ellen 8. John David. 6. all 
unable to walk or talk, and Betty 
Jean, who couldn't talk.
HURT BY FIRE WORKS
COPENHAGEN. D e n m a r k  
(AP) — The Danish government 
will propose banning the produc­
tion of heavy fireworks following 
troublesome New Year’s Eve 
when scores of youngsters were 
injured, Minister of Justice Hans 
Haekkerup said.
47,147 IMMIGRANTS
HALIFAX (CP) -  Eight liners 
are scheduled to arrive here this 
month with 2,400 immigrants. .Of­
ficials said . 47,147 immigrants 
nassed through the port during 
the first 11 months of 1957.
153,417 VEHICLES
OSHAWA, Ont. (CP) — Gen­
eral Motors of Canada1 Limited 
produced 153,417 vehicles in 1957, 
the company reported Thursday. 
Production in 1956 totalled 148,- 
179 and since 1950 the'company 
has produced nearly 1,000,000 ve­
hicles. ,
By FORBES RIIUDE
Canadian Press Staff 'Writer
Canada tacked up another pro­
duction record in 1957 and ex­
pects production in 1958 to rur. 
around the same figures.
However. the record was 
achieved by a slim margin, in 
contrast to the big increases ol 
recent years.
Ar.d, whereas at the beginning 
of the year the econpmy wns 
straining to supply goods and ser­
vices for a booming expansion, 
at year’s end the boom was gone 
and there was.considerable slack 
in the production lines.
Sydney Frost, president of. the 1 forecasts, may continue to have 
Bank of Nova Scotia: lexcess capacity for another two
‘‘The state of world demandiyears
for basic materials is crucial. So 
is the level of economic activity 
in the United States. Develop- 
ments—there. including defence 
policy, will be of decisive import­
ance."
There were indications at year 
end that some of the segments of 
the economy most affected by 
the slow - down may have about 
reached their lovyer points nnd 
that any substantial change will 
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Faces Arrest
TORONTO (CP)—Toronto law  
ycr Harry R. Rose said Thursday 
that two former Toronto car deal­
ers, Len Jacobs. 32, and Arthur 
Morris, missing since last June, 
have returned to Canada from Is­
rael.
Mr. Rose, counsel for Jacobs, 
uses but with a levelling "off ini said the men landed at Halifax 
credit buying. aboard the ItaRan liner Saturaia.
Production would have been 
around the 1956 record figure of 
6,469,000 tons except for the No­
vember - December strike in a 
runiber of Pacific coast mills.
Retail sales were at record lev­
els in 1957, with good cash purch
Accordingly, the economy was j MONEY EASIER 
in a state variously described as i Inflation and rising prices gave 
reaejustment, consolidation, slow-[way as a major worry to the
problems of slow-down and un­
employment, and the tight rein
FOUND BABY DEAD
TORONTO (CP)—Mrs. A. Han 
cock of Toronto went to the 
.veranda to bring her baby in 
Wednesday night and found the 
two-months-old girl dead of suf­
focation, police said Thursday 
She had put the baby in her car 
riage after feeding. ,
SIX-SHOOTER ENGLISH
LONDON (Reuters) — An 
E n g l i s h  educationist Thurs 
day claimed American western 
films _ shown on British televi 
sion are teaching children “six- 
shooter’'. English. School prin­
cipal C. H. Griffiths told a Na­
tional Union of Teachers confer­
ence that “the vocabulary the 
hildren are picking up is very 
crude and-limited/’
GUARD BERLIN BORDER
BERLIN. (AP) — Armed Rus-I 
sian soldiers have been called out| 
suddenly for duty in East Berlin, 
guarding border crossing nointsl 
between East and West Berlin 
and patrolling main streets..West| 
Berlin border guards told report­
ers they heard a rumor that the I 
Russians were called out to in­
tercept several Soviet officers or 
soldiers who deserted their units | 
somewhere in East Germany.
NEWSPAPERMAN DEAD
SANTIAGO, Chile (AP)—Pull-1 
lermo Perez de Arce, 84. chair-1 
man of the board of the El Mer- 
curlo newspapers, died Thurs-1 
day. Before becoming chairman 
of the board he had served as 
director and general manager of | 
the firm which publishes El Mer- 
curio, Santiago’s leading newspa-| 
per, and other papers'in Santiago| 
end Valparaiso.
SHOW FOR CONVICTS
SAN QUENTIN, Cqlif. (AP)
A traditional New Year’s Day I 
show was presented to convicts 
in San Quentin prison, a 50-act 
Show of Stars. It was sponsored by 
the theatrical Federation of San 
Francisco nnd feature,night club | 
and stage stars.
KAY KENDALL BETTER
ST. MORITZ, S w i t z e r l a n d !  
(Reuters) — British actress Kay 
Kendall, wife of Rex Harrison, 
wns reported making good pro­
gress frorn an attack of suspected | 
peritonitis.
CAUSE AND EFFECT 
PARIS (Reut'ers)-‘-Drinking tool 
much docs not drive people mad, 
according to Dr. Jacques Borcl, 
chief physician of Paris mental | 
hospitals. “There arc no alcohol­
ics who become mnd, but onl.v| 
mnd people who become alcohol­
ics," Borcl said.
SCIENTIST ELECTED 
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Dr.| 
Paul E. Kopsteg, associate dir­
ector of resenreh of the National! 
Science Foundation, hns been 
named president - elect of the | 
American Association for the Ad­
vancement of.Science, the world’s! 




The condition reflects the fact 
that while Canada^s needs and 
ability to consume have grown 
greatly in the post-war years, so 
has her ability to produce.
And it reflects the associated 
fact that with increasing popula­
tion and capacity, she pretty well 
needs to establish a substantial 
record every year if the average 
,of prosperity—as it is generally 
measured—is to be maintained.
Overall, the great majority of 
Canadians continue to enjoy vir­
tually record prosperity, with 
higher earnings and increased 
savings.
For a considerable number, 
however — those unemployed — 
tne situation is painful.
It is painful, too, for many busi­
ness men who have to try to pre­
sent a good picture out of re 
duced production and higher 
costs.
Readjustment" from "trying 
to do too much," expressed the 
tenor of much year-end comment, 
and there was no indication of 
lack of confidence that Canada 
will follow thfe long-term trends 
predicted in the report of the 
royal commission of Canada’s 
economic prospects 
EXPECT PICKUP 
For the short-term, most ob­
servers expect the economy to go 
along at about current levels for 
few months, and the majority 
seem to expect a pick-up later 
in the year.
Few of them have tried to as­
sess the effects of Sputnik dur­
ing the coming months, but it 
seems to be an indication that 
nothing in this world—economic 
or otherwise—is : likely to settle 
into the doldrums.
Much of the present slow-down 
has resulted from lower world 
prices and generally lessened de­
mand for raw or semi-processed 
materials. *
Accordingly, in the words of C.
kept on money for most of the 
year was loosened in the late 
months with interest rates fin 
ally tending down.
At the same time, it is recog­
nized that the danger of inflation 
has by no means vanished and 
banking -comment, while agree­
ing with some easement in the 
availability of money, cautions 
against any extreme switches in 
monetary, policy.
An economy operating at the 
present high level can nuicklv re­
turn to a boom condition if a 
sufficient stimulus is forthcoming.
Gross national product in 1957 
is expected to be close to $31. 
000,000.000, when final fieures are 
in, compared with $29,900,000,000 
in 1956.
. The dollar advance of between 
three and four per cent compares 
with art increase of some 10 per 
cent in 1956 over 1955.
Much of this year’s dollar in­
crease arises from higher prices, 
and there was little increase in 
volume.
Capital investment established 
a record in 1957 estimated at $8.- 
750,000,000. The 1958 figure.may 
be down "moderatelv.” 
CONSTRUCTION RECORD
Construction is estimated at a 
record $6,900,000,000 and the 1958 
total is forecast at within a few 
per cent either way.
Agricultural production and In­
come declined. The wheat crop 
was down, but was high in qual­
ity.
M ining  p ro d u c tio n  Is ex p ec ted  
to  b e  close to  th e  1956 reco rd  
fig u re  o f m o re  th a n . $2,000,000,000 
w ith  lo w er p r ic e s !  fo r  Conner, 
le a d  a n d  z inc  o ffse t in  con sid er­
ab le  m e a s u re  b y  in c re a se s  in  u r ­
an iu m  an d  so m e  o th e r  p ro d u c ts .
Lumbering was a weak soot. 
Newsprint, after years of scar­
city, finally had excess capacity 
as the result of 50-per-cent expan­
sion since 1956, and, according to
Automo b i l e  production was 
about 410.000 vehicles compared 
with 472.702 in 195C,
BIG DEFICIT
In its total dealings with other 
countries Canada had a deficit 
of $1,117,000,000 in the first nine 
months of the year, compared 
with tho previous record of $1
002.000. 000 a year earlier.
In trade alone, however, its 
deficit fell slightly in the first 10 
months to $737,500,000 from $755.-
200.000. The 10-month trade defi­
cit with the United Stages de- 
,re:
liW.OOO.
Population, which was 16,314,- 
000 at tne start of the year, was 
nearing the 17,000,000 mark at the 
year end. Births in the first 11
.t
c ased by $100,900,000 tb $992,
The men. former owners of 
Lcnmore Motors, vanished leav­
ing a $1,000,000 business, a $50,« 
000 home, 9 $25,000 summer cot­
tage nnd an $18,000 speedboat.
A bench warrant has been is­
sued for the arrest of Jacobs foi* 
skipping $1,000 *bail on a criminal 
r.eiligence charge.
After their disappearance, Jac­
obs and Morris were declared ab­
sentees and the Chartered Trust 
Company was authorized to sell 
Lenmore Motors to Colonial Fi­
nance Corporation for $167,000.
Mr. Rose denied published re­
ports that he said the men ran 
into immigration difficulties in 
Halifax and have been detained 
since their arrival just before 
Christmas. He said he knows only 
that thev have arrived in Halifax. 
He also denied saving Ontario
439,565 C° m' Provincial Police will escort Jacpared with 414,325 
Altogether, the economy pre­
sented a mixed picture, with 
some industries operating at or 
near a peak, and some others 
depressed.
The biggest hftman worry was 
the unemployed and the total 
they may reach before the winter 
is over.
At Nov. 16 people with jobs to-
obs to Toronto from Halifax.
than a year previously 
Unemployed totalled 262.000, up 




SINGAPORE (AP) — Indones­
ian gunboats were reported to 
have seized a Singapore-owned 
freighter laden with copra and 
ta lied 5,698~000,' down 99 7000 from j bound from the rebellious Celebes 
a month earlier, but 68,000 higher Islands to Singapore.
A spokesman of the Llan Sin 
Trading Company, which 'chart­
ered the S.S. Honesta (2,700), said 
the shin had been taken to Tand- 
jong Uban, then released. Thera 
was no news of what has hap­
pened to its cargo.
France To Study 
Atomic Sub Offer
PARIS (AP)—France will dis­
cuss a United States offer of 
plans for an atomic submarln® 
soon in'.direct negotiations with 
the U.S.. a government spokes­
man said.
The U.S. offer was made by 
State Secretary Dulles on behalf 
of President Eisenhower to all 
NATO members at the summit 
meeting m Paris last month. 
The American, offer Is unde?
Hart Highway 
Death Occurs 
New  Year Eve
PRINCE GEORGE (CP) — Jo­
seph Anayllie, 44, was killed in 
a traffic accident on the Hart 
Highway 87 miles north of here 
early New Year’s Day.
Anayllie, a resident of the Mc­
Leod Lake Indian Reservation, 
died after being struck by a car, 
the driver of which remained at 
the accident scene. . , , , _
An inquest will be held into thejs‘udy . »"*• the French s‘>oke!’ 
man’s death. |man statea.
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it takes a GIANT to keep Canada on the go
Advocates Convicts 
h t  New  Satellites
WHITE ROCK, B.c. (CP) 
Condemned convicts should tnkc| 
tho plnce of dogs In future Sput­
nik*, snys n vice-president of the | 
SPCA for Surrey municipality.
Mrs. L. Neill pado tip  sugges­
tion in condemning the use of | 
dogs in space experiments,
There ore only 5,500 new cof dealers In 
Canada to serve mqre than 2,500,000 car-awn­
ing people. Yet these comparatively few dealers 
perform a glont selling job In moving more than 
400,000 new cars a year worth well over . . , 
$ 1, 100,000 ,0 0 0 ! '
^There are 101 daily newspapers In Canada, 
Every day they roll put more than 4,000,000 
copies to do a herculean job of helping to soil 
Canada’s automobiles from COAST to COAST,
Car dealers and daily newspapers hove 
much In common. Bqth are upstandinq local
citizens vitally Interested In local affairs. Back 
of almost every civic drive you'll find the local 
car dealor supporting it with all hl$ weight. And 
right beside him, with equally ardent support,
is his daily newspaper , ( ,
Car dealers, like others, have ledrned that 
the daily newspaper puts plenty of weight be­
hind an advertiser's sales message, too. That's 
why newspapers, each year, carry the biggest 
share of automotive'advertising. Use this giant 
la put tho weight behind yobr advertising.
Use N e w s p a p e r s . .  .  th e  A C T I O N  M E D I U M !
*, 1
Published in the interest of more effective advertising by
4 . * . , ■ ■ n -  _ • . "  4 i
It's Easy to place a Daily Courier W ant Ad -  Ph 4 4 4
.11 s^s
Coming Events
TOE ANNUAL MEETING OF 
the Social Credit Women's Aux­
iliary will be held at the Bennett 
home. 1973 Ethel St. on Monday, 





Radios, Televisions; Electric 




219 Bernard Ave. Phone 3103
129
HIGHEST PRICES - PAID FOR 
retreadable tires We will buy 
outright or make you a liberal al­
lowance on new or used tires. 
Kelowna Motors Ltd. The Valley’s 
Most Complete Shop. F-S-tf
Auto Financing
R O O M  A N D  B O AR D  B Y G EN E A H ER N
CAR BUYERS'. OUR LOW COST 
financing plan will help you 
make a better deal. See us .for 
details now before you buy. Car- 
rutbers and Mcikle Ltd., 364 
Bernard Avenue, Kelowna, B.C.
106
*19






Phone 3-105 GLcnburn 
129
ESMOND LUMBER CO LTD 
for all Building Supplies Special­
izing in Plywood. Contractors 
Enquiries Solicited. Phone or 
Wire Orders Collect. 3600 E 
Hastings St., Vancouver. B.C. 
' 1500. tf
Help Wanted
WANTED FOR KELOWNA Area 
— Men to make Insurance and 
Credit Investigations on a part- 
time fee basis, no selling. Reply 




Fully Equipped Housekeeping 
COTTAGE APARTMENTS 
including heat, light, bath tubs, 
and telephone. Laundry facilities 
and TV available
Fuel And Wbod
DRY BUSH .WOOD, 2 CORD 
load J24; one cord $12.50. Im­
mediate delivery. Phone 2824 or 
8815. ' 110
GOOD FIR SAWDUST -  IM­
MEDIATE delivery. Phone 7587
tf
DRY BUSH WOOD, DELIVER­
ED, $14 a cord. Phone 3257.
107
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DRY SLAB AND BUSH WOOD 





DRY FIR BUSH WOOD. ANY 
length, $14 cord delivered. Phone 
3850. I ll
Farm Produce
RED TOP AUTO COURT
Weekly or Monthly Rates 
Complete Conveniences
IF YOU WANT FRESH EGGS 
Today’s Eggs Delivered Today
FRESH EGG HOUSE
895 Wardlaw Avenue
Free delivery every afternoon 
except Sunday 
Phone 8720 or 4575
1688 Vernon Rd. 
Phone 25S>0
F -tf
Completely furnished tfiree room 
duplex units by week or month. 




TWO BEDROOM HOUSE FOR 
rent — wired for electric stove 
Immediate possession. Apply to 
John Heather, Barlee Stretch 
Highway 97. , 106
THE BELVEDERE, 1489 ST, 
PAUL Street — Two bedroom 
suite, furnished or unfurnished 
heated. Apply 564 Bernard Ave­
nue. Phone 2080. 110
ETHEL ST 1660 — HEATED 
two room apartment, bed-sitting 
room, completely equipped kitch 
en, sober tenants. $40 month. 
Phone 3670. 110
Pets and Supplies
PUPPY, MIXED TERRIER and 
Cocker Spaniel, fawn color, fe­
male, 3 months old, $8. Phone 
3818. 109
PUPPY — BRINDLE BOXER, 
(registered stock. Phone 3125 or 
4258. I l l
Lost and Found
WRIST WATCH — MAN’S WIT- 
TENAUER, automatic, lost De 
cember 23, vicinity Canadian 
Legion, "Frank Oliver,” en­
graved on back. Reward. Phone 
4487. H O
BUDGIE — BLUE WITH spotted 
wings. Answers to “Mickey,” 
disappeared New Year’s Day 
from Willow Lodge. Phone 3426.
I l l
FOUND — LABRADOR RE­
TRIEVER. black, New Year’s 
Eve. Owner may claim. Phone 
8767. 110
FURNISHED HOUSE. FOUR 
rooms, owner wishes to retain 
own bedroom, rent other three 
rooms to couple in exchange for 
meals. Phone 3466. I ll
MAGEE ROAD — REDECORAT­
ED four room furnished suite, 
heated, lights,- gas and water 
included $50 month. Phone 3104.
I ll
LEON AVENUE, 844-Furnished 
light housekeeping room, suit­
able two young women. Phone 
2463. I ll
THREE ROOM SUITE UN­
FURNISHED, fully modern, new, 
private entrance, heated, bath. 
1380 Richter St. 108
WARM FURNISHED SLEEPING 
room, Bernard Lodge, 911 Ber­













Tuneral service was held Tucs- 
i0- ?.irc. Margaret Jane 
*orc", wife of Pefcr Jones. 734 
Francis Ave., and whose death 
recurred r t  the local hospital 
•>turria.v at the age of 72.
Pev. J. E. \'K Snowden offi­
ciated r t  the final rites at St. 
Andrew’s Anglican Church. Oka­
nagan Mission, at 11 a.m. Burial] 
followed r.t the cemetery at the i 
rear of the church.
Pallbearers were E. Pcarse. 
Aug. Smith, Ron Haskins. Jack 
Appleton, Fred , Hadfield , and 
George Tingling.
The late Mrs. Jones had been 
a local resident since 1949, com­
ing here with her husband from 
Ontario. She was born in Eng­
land and came to Canada as a 
young woman.
FROM WINNIPEG 
Married in Dominion City, near 
Winnipeg, she and her husband 
resided in Winnipeg for over 20 
years, moving to Ontario in 1928.
She was a member of the Fort 
Francis Eastern Star Chapter 
No. 80. Besides her husband, she 
leaves two nephews in England; 
one nephew and two nieces in 
Belfast. Ireland anemone niece, in 
Connecticut, U.S.A. Day’s Fun­






Palermo in Sicily has a great 
Gothic cathedral that was started 
in the 12th century.
LOW ER TAXES  IS SOVIET PROM ISE
The, Supremo Soviet holds its 
opening session in Moscow with 
members of the Presidium, in­
cluding Communist party boss
Nikita S. Khrushchev, arrow, 
in attendance. On the rostrum 
is Deputy Premier Joseph Kuz­
min, economic boss, as he
promised lower taxes and more 
consumer goods. Dominating 




Teens; love the fun ‘n’ fashion 
of a whirl-away skirt beneath 
a yoked bodice. They love the 
big pockets, trim collar, too. 
Choose a bright wool flannel or a 
plaid winter cotton for this. Print­
ed Pattern.
Printed Pattern 9236: Teen
Sizes 10, 12, 14, 16. Size 12 takes 
2% yards 54-inch.
Printed directions on each pat­
tern part. Easier, accurate.
Send FIFTY CENTS (50c) in 
coins (stamps cannot be accept­
ed) for this pattern. Please print 
plainly SIZE. NAME, ADDRESS, 
STYLE NUMBER.
Send your order to MARIAN 
MARTIN, c/o The Kelowna Cour­
ier Pattern Dept., 60 Front St. 
West, Toronto/
By LAURA WHEELER
Simply beautiful — and beau­
tifully simple to crochet! Modern 
doilies quickly fill your linen 
needs. Makes a choice gift.
Unusual, quickly crocheted. 
Pattern 859: crochet directions 
for two doilies 20 and 12 inches 
in mercerized string.
Send THIRTY-FIVE CENTS in 
coins (stamps cannot be accept­
ed) for this pattern to LAURA 
WHEELER, Needlecraft Dept., 
Kelowna Courier Pattern Dept., 
60 Front St. W. Toronto. Print 
plainly PATTERN NUMBER, 
your NAME and ADDRESS.
As a bonus, TWO complete pat­
terns lire printed right in our 
.1957 Laura Wheeler Needlecraft 
Book. Dozens of others designs 
you’ll want to order—easy fascin­
ating handwork for yourself, your 
home, gifts, bazaar items.#Send 
25 cents for your copy of this 
book today!
W IDE W ORLD
SHORT STORIES
CHRISTMAS D IN N ER  A T HOM E
Elvis the lion shares his 
Christmas dinner with trainer 
Bob Dietch at the National pet 
Show in the New York Coliseum. 
Though there’s 10 pounds of 
spaghetti (could Elvis be a vege­
tarian?), Bob has to cat lively 
if he’s not going to go hungry, 
as Elvis has a voracious appe­
tite for a mere tyke of 18 
months.
TALL TOtVER
TOKYO (AP)—The Nippon Tel­
evision City Corporation has be­
gun work on a tower which will 
rise 1,082 feet, including a square 
241,-foot antenna on top. New 
York’s Empire State building, in­
cluding its radio - tv antenna, 
reaches 1,472 feet.
ATOMIC POWER
BONN, Germany (AP)—West 
Germany’s atomic commission 
announced four atomic power sta­
tions to generate electricity arc 
to be built by 1965, with a total 
capacity of 500,000 kilowatts. Gov­
ernment and industry will share 
the cost, estimated at $595,000,- 
000.
SEIZE OPIUM
SINGAPORE (Reuters) — Cus­
toms officers . this week seized 
$34,000 worth of opium after chas­
ing a fast launch off Singapore, 
Men aboard the yacht dived into 
the water and escaped.
STEEL REPORT
LUXEMBOURG (Reuters), -  
Steel output of the six - country 
European Coal-Steel Pool reached 
a record 60,000,000 tons, in 1957 
compared with 67,000,000 tons last 
year.
RETURN BODIES
TOKYO (AP) — A Japanese 
mission expects to leave in mid- 
January to collect the remains of 
about 470,000 Japanese service- • 
men who died in the Philippines 
in the Second World War. Sim­
ilar groups have been sent to 
Burma and South Pacific islands.
OMINOUS SHIFT
ESQUEL, Argentina (AP) -  
The Moreno glacier is on the 
move after hundreds of years of 
inactivity, creeping slowly to­
ward Lake Argentina and the 
Santa Cruz River. Floods would 
result if the river becomes dam­
med. ,
NEW STYLE
BUENOS AIRES (AP) — A 
Buenos Aires truck driver told 
police he was driving through a 
lonely section when two gun-wav­
ing motorcycle riders pulled, up 
on each side. Antonio Margarinos 
said he was robbed of $65 and his 
clothes.
JOURNAL FOLDS
LONDON (AP) — Truth, an 80- 
year - old British weekly journal 
devoted mainly to political opin­
ion, has ceased publication 
cause of rising costs.
be-
Kelso in Scotland, 40 miles from 
Edinburgh, has the ruins of an 
abbey that was founded in 1120.
Legal




COUPLE, TWO SCHOOL-AGE 
daughters, need two bedroom 
unfurnished house, near school. 
Phone 3965. 110
Property For Sale
HOME WITH REVENUE, HALF 
acre lot. Suitable for retired 
couple or man with family. 
Phono 3104. tf
Cars And Trucks 
For Sale
1956 FORDOIl FORD -  ALL 
safety equipment including belts 
and rmdaca dash. Low mileage, 
excellent condition. After 6 p.m, 
phone 3711. 106
1054 FORD SEDAN, RADI Ob 
heater, scat covers, 30,000 miles, 
excellent condition, good tires. 
Phono 7565. I l l
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
AGNES POLLOCK McTAVISH, 
DECEASED
NOTICE is hereby given that 
creditors and others having 
claims against the Estate of 
Agnes Pollock McTavish, De 
ceased, formerly of Kelowna, 
B.C., who died on the 7th day of 
October, 1956, arc hereby- re­
quired to send them to the under­
signed Executor at 286 , Bernard 
Avenue, Kelowna, B.C., before 
the 31st dqy of January, 1958, 
after which date the Executor 
will distribute the said Estate 
among the parties entitled there 
to, having regard only to the 
claims of which ho then has 
notice.
REGINALD GEORGE 
Rcginnld George Rutherford, 
Executor,




Investment Dealers And 
Lawyers Give Lectures
Kelowna Bar Association and 
local investment dealers will be 
conducting a scries of night 
school classes commencing Jan­
u a ry ^ , at the senior high school.
Bar association lectures cover 
topics of real estate, municipal 
law, landlord and tenant, busi­
ness transfers, wills and inheri­
tance, domestic relations, motor 
vehicles and criminal law, Speak­
ers will be C. G. Beeston, E. C.
WATCH rCARS AND TRUCKS 
tot sato"—there are gome, great 
bdrgalna listed every Issue of the
Courier. 32-tff
Articles For Sale
ONE NEW MAN’ 
$45.00; one man’s 
bicycle $10.00; one 
$18; one pair of 
new, size 9 $6.00; 
noculars 25-50 $25 






one pair bl- 
,00; 2 boxes 
box. Call nt 
108
HEATERS -  SAWDUST BURN- 
ER and coal burner, good con­





Police _ __ ...........---- Dial 3300'
Hospital _________ _ Dial 4000
Fire Hall ;----;--------Dial 115
Ambulanco —— ...— Dial 115
MEDICAL DIRECTORY 
SERVICE
If unable to contact ^doctor 
Dial 2722
DRUG STORES OPEN
Sundays, Holidays and 
Wednesday*
8 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
OSOYOOS CUSTOMS HOURS
Canadian mid American 
Customs 
24-hour service.
Weddell, Q.C., Robert Gilhooly, 
H. S. Harrison Smith, A. W. Bil 
sland, Mrs. H. S, Harrison Smith, 
R. M. Hayman and A. P. Dawc.
Several noted authorities in the 
investment field from Outside 
points, will be giving lectures. 
Topics include background for 
investment, bonds and deben­
tures, common and preferred 
shares, how to understand finan­
cial statements, bonds to buy for 
security and • income, preferred 
shares to buy for income and pro­
fit, investment management, nnd 
buildlhg the investment portfolio.
To Chinese Board
VANCOUVER (CP) -  T w o  
women, both of Vancouver, were 
named for the first time this 
year to the executive board of 
the Chinese Benevolent Associa­
tion, governing body for Canada's 
44,000 Chinese,
They are , Mrs. Cy Mark, a 
realtor, and Mrs. Harvey Lowe, 
an insurance underwriter.
Douglas Jung, MP for Van­
couver Centre, has also taken of­
fice on the board this year for 
the first time.
The Association was founded In 
1889 and acts as a welfare agency 
to the country’s Chinesc-Cann- 
dian population. ,
WAS SCHNEIDER WINNER
LONDON (AP) — Air Chief 
Marshall Sir John Boothman, who 
won the last Schneider Trophy 
air race for Britain in 1931, has 
died, it was announced here to 
dny. He was 56, Boothman won in 
a supermarine S-6B—Predecessor 




• RATES ' ■'« » l7
* Standard JTypa
No white space. 
Minimum 10 words.
1 In sertion -------- per word 3#
5 .consecutive
Insertion* —  per word 2’/ 4« 
8 consecutive insertion* 
or more —+---- - per word 2#
Classified Display
One Insertion ------ -— $1.12 Inch
Vconsecutlve •, , .
Insertion* __________ 1.05 Inch
I  consecutive Insertions 
or more —--------- ..... J93 Inch
Cards . '
B count line* dally „ $  S.00 month 
Dgtly Mr 6 month* — 8.50 month 
Each Additional 11ns - 2.00 month
On* inch daily  ----- 17.90 month
Une Inch ,
8 tlmeg wwk 10.00 month
B A R G A IN  S A LE
Pump nnd power centrifugal pump, complete with 20 
IIP electric motors
Foot vnjve 19 feet and 5 inch black pipe ;
4 inch gate valve ,
4 inches by 5 inches enst elbow
S w itchbox
Snck o f flanged
Pum p w ill give 375 to 400 gallons per minute. Send 120 
feet nead (right).
GEORGE O lSlIl, 
Imondfl Addition, 
loops, B C.
Items A re  New
W O R L D  
N E W S  ,  
B R IEFS
LUTHERANS INCREASE
NEW YORK (AP) -  Member­
ship In .the United Lutheran 
Church In America has climbed 
to 2.335,352, the 1958 yearbook re­
ports, Dr. F, Eppling Relnartz, 
church secretary and yearbook 
editor,, said tlio figure represents 
an increase of 64,650 or 2.85 per 
cent oveL the previous year,
“ EMPTY GUN” DEADLY
SYDNEY MINES, N. S. (CP)— 
Earl Nelson Jr.; 12, was shot and 
killed when n 16-ychr-old boy, 
plnying with n' gun he thought 
was empty, pointed the weapon 
nt the victim and pulled the 
trigger.
FRENCH SEEK LOANS , 
PARIS (AP)—A French dele­
gation headed by economist Jean 
Monnet is expected to leave for 
Washington Jan. 10 to negotiate 
badly Deeded loans for France, 
Informed sources -said thin 
week. Fronce is seeking about 
$400,000,000 from various sources, 
Including the International Mone­
tary Fund.
CAMERA ARTIST DEAD
MONTEREY, Calif, (A P)-Ed 
ward Weston, world-famed photo­
graphic artist.'died, at his home 
In Carmel HighlnOds. He wan 71 
Weston, described by some 
critics ns ’’the Picasso of the 
camera.” h**d been In poor 
106.health for nome time.
■ V*
• A P t V
* < 1 r
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i l t v  v if**1
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YO U NG  MOTHER
Hilda Trujillo, eight, of Lima 
Peru, Is shown with her infant 
daughter, Marla Pel Rosario. 
The baby'* father, a 22-ycar-old 
mcssepger, is in jail.
am W ant
MY MISSION is to serve humanity without regard to creed or position, or 
time or place.
I herald the arrival of the new born, I serve them through life and announce 
their demise. -
I am the servant of the poor, the commissioner of the rich.
With each sunrise and each sunset I go forth with new missions to perform.
Each new day new, thousands rely upon me to fill their needs and satisfy their 
wants.
I search out all manner of things for all manner of persons.
I find the ca§tlc for the newlyweds, a borne for thpsc grown wcaiy and aged.
I find a business for a future giant of industry and a little shop for a widow’! 
livelihood. - .
I alter the course oL millions, and many times the future of maid and man is
of my determination. ,
I recover the lost pets of weeping children, nnd restore lost persons to anxious 
friends.
I sing the praise of artisans, proclaim the skill of cratsmcn.
I find labor for the man of brawn as well as opportunity for trained and active 
minds.
I am the Fabled Dwarfs, Aladdin’s Lamp and the Magic Wand of modern 
times.
Millions in trade arc consummated through me, yet the value of my service 
is not to be measured in silver or gold. ,
Even rogues’avail themselves of my power and filch from tho^c who trust me.
I am an index of trends, a barometer of commerce, a harbinger of coming 
, : events.
I nm a byword in countless thousands of homes, the first thought In many 
times of'need. ’ ’ V .
My speed of action, the surcncss of my success, matches th? completeness of 
my public acceptance. > ^
Within my lines arc the sad stories and the glad stories 0t everyday living 
that go to make up life, j
I perform in\ny own indyidual way and fpr me there Is no substitute.
No other medium, no other method ,plan, or scheme can duplicate my 
service. ■' ' ' ' \  1 ■;
In multiple, I become the world’s greatest market of services and things.
l am born of the people and have lived and grown by their insistence and 
over the protests of those who held my\dc*tiny, '
1 have beepme an institution of service big enough arid broad enough to 
do anything fojr anybody at any time.
I AM THE WANT AD! , \
Written by HARRY GWALTNEY, Milwaukee Journal
/
ID K IN G D O M  O P IN IO N
ritain Had M ore "D o w n s " 
lan "U p s "  During 19 5 7
By "Onlooker”
|OMSON NEWSPAPERS 
adon, England, Bureau 
«  YEAR GONE 
limbo, almost, has gone 
for Britain it has been 
|ty  momentous 1957, with 
rdowns” than “ups” in it. 
(ginning of the year saw the 
troops just disembarking 
he Port Said operation, 
|rim e Minister Sir Anthony 
, sick man and already pre- 
og'to hand, down the chief 
Icccutive’s office. Now the end 
of the year- saw Britain's prob­
lems still a long way from a solu- 
tion. but 1958 is looked forward to 
a little more eagerly than 1957 
was.
There may be a start, for in­
stance, to the problem that hits 
the man in the street—and the 
wife behind him—most. Prices 
may be a little less erratic dur­
ing the first few months of next 
year, and although the British 
housewife will not be able to fill 
her larder any fulllor with her 
housekeeping allowance it will 
mean that at least she will not 
have many more excuses to ap­
proach her husband for a raise. 
Commodity prices have been 
falling during the past few 
months—wholesale prices, that is. 
They have not yet been passed 
on, but it is'likely that some un­
official pressure will be brought 
to bear on those who do not pass 
the price relief on.
ELECTION PLATFORM 
There is another reason why 
the present Government wants 
price cuts in some areas, price 
stability in others, during 1958. 
One of its main election platforms 
has been a promise to reach what 
Prime Minister Macmillan called 
the “plateau of stability” . Quoth 
a cynic a few months after he 
made the remark and there had 
been another round of price in­
creases: “This plateau is the
most uphill one I’ve ever hit.” 
But now, with a general elec­
tion coming along within the .next 
eighteen months or so, the Gov­
ernment will launch an all-out 
effort to keep prices stable—or 
there will be irksome questions at 
the hustings.
The dawn of 1957 saw, too, an
ER L. JAN. 3. 1958 TUE DAILY COURIER J
c o n t r a c t  Br i d g e
By B. JAY BECKER 





Calls completed by Okanagan 
Telephone Company over the holi­
day period totalled 3,885, an in­
crease of six per cent over 1956.
Completed calls would have 
been appreciably higher but for 
Christmas Day storm conditions 
which disrupted telephone com­
munication lines causing delays. 
Always a busy time for long dis­
tance operators, this storm and 
the resulting loss of circuits, 
meant that 467 calls were can­
celled-----a considerable increase
over the 253 cancellations on 
Christmas calls in 1956.
The British Columbia Telephone 
Company was only able to com­
plete 10,644 calls of the 19,492 
placed from Vancouver on Christ­
mas Day due to storm conditions.
Among the overseas calls plac­
ed from the Okanagan system 
were five to the United Kingdom 
—with the most distant call going 
to Australia and Denmark.
Meteorite Roars 
Over Sfv Louis
ST. LOUIS (AP) — A brilliant 
object flashed across midwestern 
skies early Thursday and appear­
ed to many observers to explode. 
Scientists discounted any possibil­
ity it was the death plunge of 
Sputnik I.
Sightings of the object, de­
scribed as similar to a large 
meteor, were reported from Mis­
souri, Illinois and Ohio from 11:10 
to 11:15 n.m MST, Observers in 
each of the states said it ap­
peared to be moving toward the 
northeast. It was variously de­
scribed as n brilliant blue - white, 
greenish and a fiery red, A few 
observers reported it was ac­
companied bv a sonic roar, others 
heard no noise.
A scientist at the Smithsonian 
nstrophyslcnl observatory said 
the fireball apparently was a 
meteorite.
MORE SALES
Retail trade in Australia Is cs- 
timated at 56,525,000,000 for 1957 
up 40 per cent from 1953.
upsurge in the number of emi­
grants from Britain. Final fi 
gures have not been worked out, 
but when it Is , all totted up it 
seems as if something like 220,- 
000 people left the United King­
dom last year-i-some 30,000 up on 
1956’s total.
The question has just been dis­
cussed by the Overseas Migra­
tion Board here, which is an ad 
visory governmental body. The 
board has found that only in the 
case of Canada has there been 
any significant increase—of the 
175,000 immigrants Canada ad 
mitted during the first six months 
of 1957, 72,000 came from Britain.
Now the main spurt, following 
largely the dissatisfaction and the 
increased cost of living following 
the Suez affair, has died down.
But the problem remains—al­
though Britain still gets folks in­
to the country, they are mostly 
unskilled: and the drain on the 
skjlled men contiriues.
THE OTHER SIDE 
What of the other side of the 
coin—the achievements? What 
has become apparent is an en­
ergy in Britain’s newer industr 
ies: its atomic power plants for 
peaceful purposes are better and 
more advanced than in any other 
country.
For other advertisements,• look 
up in the air: the “Viscount” is 
now an established world-beater 
on many of the main airlines, and 
now the “Britannia” turbo-prop 
airliner has’started operating on 
the most important route in the 
world—the North Atlantic. And it 
is doing it non-stop in both direc­
tions. There is an addition to this 
achievement: the British are
streets ahead of their competitors 
in aero-engine design and manu­
facture, and although the foreign 
aircraft are coming along most 
of them are powered by British 
engines made under licence from 
Britain. On this aspect, Britain 
can bang a worth-while drum for 
1958.
IMAGINATION
Another chunk of British ima­
gination has been the way they 
have announced their intention to 
cut their armoured coat accord­
ing to their cloth. They have been 
the first country in the world to 
admit that a “new look” is need­
ed, and is going dhead in creat­
ing a streamlined fighting force 
It is my bet that Britain will be 
too—perhaps ten, or 15, or 20 
years ahead—the first country in 
the world to create a defence 
force under one head, with the 
army, navy, and air force inte­
grated instead of working apart.
But the British still need many 
years of indoctrination to the 
idea. For instance, word has just 
come across from the NATO 
“summit” talks in Paris that four 
rocket bases are going to be in­
stalled in Britain. The idea is not 
universally popular. There is ad­
miration for Norway and Den­
mark, both members of NATO, 
who have refused to have the 
bases in their countries.
Now the main fear here is that 
the installation of the inter-range 
ballistic missile here—those with 
ranges of 1500 miles, capable of 
getting to Moscow from Britain— 
will put Britain far too forward 
in the firing line.
And the Scots are proving that 
they will add flavor to opposi­
tion of the plan. I’ve remarked on 
how the Scots have so often rea­
soned why in previous defence 
arrangements. On a small scale, 
they have.opposed a London edict 
that one of the new regiments 
that are to come into being fol­
lowing army amalgamation will 
wear the trews, or tartan trous­
ers, instead of the kilt.
On a larger scale, they opposed 
the setting up of a rocket range 
in North Scotland for training 
troops in the smaller rocket-type 
weapons.
But now there is talk of setting 
up at least one of the four envis­
aged rocket bases for operation­
al purposes in Scotland. The Sec­
retary of State for Scotland—the 
sort of “Prime Minister" for the 
nation—has not been told of the 
plan, And the Scots are prepar­
ing for battle again.
TOWARDS THE NEW YEAR 
Fiery folk, the Scots. My only 
regret is that I didn’t spend 
Hogmanay (New Year to us) 
north of the border in Scotland, 
They know how to spend it there, 
And it was there that I learnt my 
favorite toast, After explaining 
that “tnc"'means, “ to", “Wha" 
means "Who"*, “ gey” means 
"few” and “deid" means “dend’ 
it seems fitting enough to wind up 
my last column of 1957 with it: 
"Here’s too us Whn’s like us? 
Gey few. And they’re all 
deid . . . ”
QUIZ
.Partner bids One Heart, next 
player passes. Both sides are vul­
nerable and you have a part 
score of 60. What do you now bid 
with each of the following four 
hands?
1. +KQ7 VJ6 +AJ83 +AJ92
2. 4J7 RKQ83 +AQ8W +92
3. *5 *A64 +KQ952 +AK74
4. 6Q RKQ762 +8 +KQJ964
1. Two notrump. Different point 
count requirements apply when 
a part score exists. Since one no- 
trump is sufficient to produce 
game with a part score of 60. it 
necessarily follows that a two no- 
trump response must be > con­
strued as a slam try.
Without a part score, the nor­
mal expectancy for a two no- 
trump response is 13 to 15 points, 
and for a three notrump response 
16 to 18 points.
With a part score, greater 
values are required for these re­
sponses because both bids are di­
rected not toward a game , but 
toward a slam. The two notrump 
response denotes 15 or 16 points: 
three notrump, 17, 18, or even 19 
points.
It should also be observed that 
with a part score ,of 60, a two 
club or diamond response is not 
forcing on the opening bidder, 
even though it is a new suit by 
responder,t because game has al­
ready been'reached.
Both the two and three net 
trump responses are limit bids 
They do not compel, but only in­
vite, the opener to bid again.
2. Two hearts. Slam chances 
are practically nil unless partner 
voluntarily bids again. Without 
the part score,, a jump to three 
hearts would be acceptable. With 
the score, a skip to three hearts 
would be a slam try not quite 
justified by the cards held. A two 
diamond response would be in­
correct. The heart fit should bo 
shown immediately. If the oppdr- 
tunity arises, the diamonds may 
later be shown.
3. Three diamonds. The jump 
shift by responder is 100'i  fore 
ing, even with a part score. A 
distinction is made between a 
jump in a suit and a jump in no- 
trump. There is every reason to 
feel optimistic about slam possi­
bilities. If a good fit can be 
found in either hearts, diamonds, 
or clubs, the slam will be odds 
on.
4. Four notibmp. This is an 
ideal hand for the use of Black 
wood. The number of aces part­
ner has for his opening bid is a 
sure guide to how many tricks 
can be made with hearts as 
trump.
If partner responds with five 
hearts, showing two aces, the bid­
ding is dropped. If partner bids 
five spades, showing three aces, 
a slam in hearts is bid. If partner 
bids five notrump, showing four 
aces, seven hearts can be bid 
with complete safety.
ACROSS
1. Pail handle 







































44. Miss Lillie 
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DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE — Here’s how to work it:
A X  Y D L B A A X R  
Is L O N G F E L L O W
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A Is used 
for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, apostrophes, 
the length and formation of the words are all hints. Each day the | 
code letters are different.
A CRYTOGRAM QUOTATION
K Y Z J  W S E L A J Z  X F M R Z X ,  M X F B R Z  
L S  L Y M J P  Y S K  H A M T P R I X Y Z K M R R 
W E S K J — X S A L Y £ Z R R .
. Yesterday’s Crytoquote: HIGH-ERECTED THOUGHTS SEAT­
ED IN THE HEART OF COURTESY-SIDNEY.
Rjpley's BELIEVE IT O R  N O T
fW ^ D lN lN G  TOOETHEK- 
AORECO TO CHARE THE 
WEAL'S COST EQUALLY
ARABM CONTRIBUTED * DISHES 
OF FOOO-ARABn CONTRIBUTED 




THIS day’s configurations will 
be excellent for social activities, 
community projects and personal 
relationships generally. There is 
n possibility that you may be 
called upon to help someone in 
n difficult situation. If so, give 
generously of your time, under­
standing nnd help. You will bc.rc- 
wnrdcd.
FOR THE BIRTHDAY
If tomorrow is your blrthdny, 
the next six months promise 
much in the way of job and fi­
nancial activity. The astrological 
Influences also indicate honors, 
promotion or some other evidence 
of increased prestige in your 
chosen field, This, of course, If
YN&n StSTEftfi
JTNB x\ UniffMMQiuwcittu ftuar
tCAOIOTHIRBY
M m Hm w m i G o u i o '
of llilltbotu , N.M, 
WAS Sd FRUGAL 
THAT fv NICKEL’S 
WORTH Of- PINS 
SHE BOUGHT IN 1637
lasted m
m w t m m i r
3 7  K ARS o r
H o a s e m p m
you’ve earned it. A willingness to 
do a bit more than usual, perhaps | 
the advancement of some extra­
ordinarily progressive idea, could| 
do the trick.
In June you will enter upon a] 
cycle which will be unusually 
generous whore personality de­
velopment Is concerned nnd from 
then until the end of October you 
should benefit by extremely hap­
py domestic, social nnd romantic 
developments, Avoid tendencies | 
toward extravagance in Novem­
ber nnd December,
A child born on this day will be I 
highly capable and endowed with 




T H E O LD  H O M E  T O W N  -  Stanley
^•PSSST-O N F O THOSE CITY 
^ SALESMEN STAKHD/V OUT i 
EARLY TO TOP HIS LAST J 
VYEARjg SALgS-
AMSI
ANT’JUST C T W AIT TO 
H IT THE OLOLUXEW 
TR A|L -
CAUSED? OBAVXTRf J.FIU.MOKIS QUOTAS
WAHUM- '
___ c x Z zzl: !■»
MEANWHILE, AT U.S. FLEET 
‘ •teADHUARTCRS IN NAPLES.
LISTEN TO THIS, AWGlRALi 
IT WAS PICKED UP FROM 
A RUSSIAN BROADCAST—
"FOUR MORElLS. SUBS DEPARTING PRAM 
NAPLES, OSTENSIBLY FOR 61NOA, 4HY 
CHANGED COURSE 70 JON A TASK FORCE 






1 m m .
ON BARTH, PR.EASTLAND FOLLOWS BRICKS 
INSTRUCTIONS AND FIRES A GUIDED TIME * 
MISSILE.„ J----------
THE MSSILE CLIMBS NISH AND 
SOON VANISHES FROM SIGHT AS IT 
RUSHES THROUGH TIME AND SPACE 
TOWARD THE PLANET PURA...
we...t1"-'
§
v. y c r T 1' ^
, .J  ■ I*
MEANWHILE, ON THE TME'TQP:
WATCH THAT SCANNING 
Sec’S, PAW/ YOU S>CULD 




TC>mi> US, BACK. 
HOW CO YOU WON 
WONT HIT US!
F
O A G W O O O -W E R E  
S E T T IN G  U P A  
L IT T L E  G AM E 
O V E R  IN 
F R E D S  
G A R A G E
s h h - q u ie t  







V S / A
LOOK.GRANDMA, 
WE MADE A  
MODEL POLICE 
PATROL WAGON/
W E’RE TRYIN’ T* MAKE 





...AN * TH’ M AILM AN SAID  
YOU’D BE TH ’ BEST FELLER 
T ’ TE LL US HOW ONE 
LO O K S .../--------------- \
w n — " a  \






YOU'VE JUST A 





OVER! AND 1 HAVEN'T 
SEEN A TRACK t
O N  THE WAY HOWE- y r
\ 9 ' '
0
a g e
l o a j v




NOW I'M  
ALL PAID 
UP! F« »
O K A Y , BALDWIN/ 
He S T ILL  S EEM S  
G R O G G Y —H A S N ’ T 
S P O K E N  AT A L L  







T IL L  
THe 
DOCTOR
THAT MEANS J 
W O N 'T  GET A *  
CHANCE TO TELL 




S CAN FEEL QUINCEV'S 
FINGERS TIGHTENING 
OH MY SHOULDER'—HB 
MUST BO CONSCIOUS i
junor; vwRaocmNfl lamr




N O W  A L L  y o u  E V E R  0 C B M  
INTERESTED IN O SLEEPING AND 
B ATTN O —T H A T B  N O  W A Y  T O  
— ^ K E C P  H E A LT H Y /
A F T E R  T H A T  019 P lN N B R  V D U  
A T E  V O U O U O H T T O G O  F O R A  
W A LK  A N D  GETSON& 6 X E R Q 9 Q
X I - A N D  T A K E  G R A N D P A  WITH Y O U /  H E ©  I N E X A C T L Y  TW O 
S A M E  R U T  T H A T  Y O U  A R E / /
-■F**
,v
: j E F * ’ -* o  . j
H i
'l
p '  'i
h>*r
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Juvenile Has Driver's Licence
^  .
Cancelled As Part O f  Penalty
A 17-year-o!d juvenile boy will 
be without his driver's licence 
for three months as part of the 
penalty for being involved in 
breaking am) enterings and theft 
at two stores in the Paramount 
building a short time ago.
Earlier, two youths were 
sentenced to terms at the Haney 
institute for their part in the 
thefts. All three also had been 
charged with being in possession 
of burglary tools 
The juvenile drove the car in
La the act,
Judge of the Juvenile Court 
Donald White placed the juve­
nile oh probation for 12 months, 
and ordered that during the first 
three months he observe a strict 
curfew of 8 p.m. and that the 
court hold his driver’s licence 
during that period (three 
months).
The boy also was fined $10 and 
$5.50 on a charge of having 
liquor in his possession.- The 
magistrate noted that this was
Cadi Cancels 
Licence O f Motorist
which the pair made their get- the first time the boy had been 
away after almost being caught I in juvenile Court.
T O D A Y 'S  STOCK Q U O T A T IO N S
Supplied by
James, Copithornv and Birch Ltd 
366 Bernard Ave.
Today’s Eastern Prices 
(as at 12 noon) 
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RC AF POINTS W ITH  PRIDE T O  Y E A R  O F PROGRESS
The Royal Canadian Air 
Force in 1957 came iijjio its 
own with a tremendous gain in 
operational efficiency a n d  
weapons. Top, left. Is the 
Argus, the largest aircraft ever 
built in Canada. It is a sub­
marine hunter-killer. Top right, 
an RCAF CF-100 and USAF 
F-102 fly together to demon­
strate co-operation in the for­
mation of the joint North Am­
erican Air Defence Command.. 
Centre, left, Air Marshall Hugh 
Campbell v right) takes over as 
chief of the air staff from Air- 
Marshal Roy Slemon (left), who 
became deputy commander of 
the North American Air De­
fence Command. Centre, right, 
units of the Air Transport 
Command mark a full year of 
United Nations! service in
Italy and Egypt. A pilot watch­
es as his aifrearft is refueled 
before a desert flight. Bottom, 
left, the CF-104 Arrow, first 
supersonic plane built in Can­
ada, is unveiled at Malton, 
Out. Bottom, right, a memor­
able event is recorded as 
Queen Elizabeth inspects a 
Royal Air Force honor guard 
upon her arrival in Ottawa.
30 Industrials 443.24





10 Base Metals 145.51
15 Oils 126.11
INVESTMENT FUNDS 
Prices quoted on a net basis.
All Cdn Compound 4.70 5.11
All Cdn Dividend 5.43 
Can. Invest. Fund 7.76 
Diversified "B“ . 3.00
Grouped Income 3.11 
Inxestqrs Mutual 8.97 




Cal and Ed 
Cdn Husky 
Cent Del Rio 
Fort St. John 
Home Oil A 
Home Oil B 
Pacific Pete 
Royalite
C O M M END S M OTORISTS
Cadi To Deal Severely 
W ith Reckless Drivers
Another bouquet has been 
passed on to drivers for the care 
and caution they used over the 
Yuletide season, particularly 
over the New Year’s holiday, 
when no accidents marred the 
observance.
This comes from Magistrate 
Donald White, who, since taking 
office in July, has seen a lot of 
drivers come before him in both 
city and district police Courts on 
various charges.
The magistrate, who is getting 
a reputation for “toughness” as 
far as drinking drivers are con­
cerned, and who more than once 
has said that he intends to do all 
that he can to keep drinking 
drivers off the roads and help 
prevent accidents, was pleased 
with the reports of the behaviour 
of motorists over the festive sea­
son, particularly over New 
Year’s.
"Drivers generally a te  willing 
to co-operate to cut down the 
accident toll,” the magistrate 
observed. „
As for the others, he said they 
showed "lack of consideration 
and courtesy for the rights of 
others using the highway.” 
WARNING FOR YOUTHS 
He had a warning for those 
who didn’t co-operate, and he 
singled out the teenagers and 
youths who make up nearly half, 
if not more, of the drivers who 
appear before him.
Magistrate White contended 
bluntly that there is "deliberate 
intent on the part of youths to 
violate our highway laws."
"They know better and certain­
ly have been taught better,” he 
asserted.
"There’s going to be more of 
them who will lose their 
licence,” he warned.
Several youths have had their 
licences suspended the past; few 
month?, most of them ranging 
from periods from three to six 
months. One lost his for three 
years.
All youths under 21 years of 
ago can hold a driver's licence 
only upon tho consent of their 
parents. If the parents withdraw 
that consent, the youths (boys 
and girls) automatically lose their 
licence.
rOUCE COMMENT
Sgt. w. B. Irving, NCO in 
charge of the Kelowna detach­
ment, RCMP, commented on this 
angle a month ago, In aa of­
ficial prepared statement con- fancy 
cerning crime in the city.
The police head in Kelowna 
suggested that where the parent 
suspects that all is not well, “one 
very good answer to the problem 
is to tie the car up and refuse to 
be responsible for the driver’s 
licence.”
He was referring here to the 
fact that many teenagers who 
are not working seem to be able 
to afford to drive a car night
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An elderly motorist, involved 
in a recent motor accident, has 
had his driver's licence suspend­
ed Indefinitely.
Narcisse Lacassc, 77, surren­
dered his driver’s licence to Mag­
istrate Donald White in city police 
court Tuesday after pleading 
guilty to a charge of failing to 
remain at the scene o! an acci- 
dent.
The magistrate, in imposing ,a 
fine of $25 and costs, said he was 
taking the age of the motorist into 
consideration.
He also said he would try to 
have the impoundment placed 
upon the vehicle (because it was 
not properly insured) lifted so 
I that Lacasse may sell his auto. 
" I  The accident was not too seri- 
”  ious anc* ^acasse **as arranged to 










Fine of $10, plus 14 costs, was 
levied in city police court against 
Edward P. Watson for driving 
through a red light.
Charged in city -police court 
with failing to file an income tax 
return for a certain specified 
period. Acme Radio Ltd. was 
fined $25, plus costs of $4.50.
OTTAWA (CP) — Hon. 
P. McTague of Toronto 
named chairman of a 
conciliation board to d 
the $128,000.000-a-ycar 
dispute between the rai 
their 140,000 non-open 
ployees. it was learned
Fine of S15 plus costs, was im 
posed in district police court on 
Hyacintha Swick for failing to 
stop at a stop sign on Highway 






























after night, instal radios, aerials, said Sgt. Irving
mufflers and other ex 
pensive accessories. "Where is 
he getting the money to pay for 
it?” Sgt. Irving posed.
"Don’t forget,” the police 
chief reminded parents, “that 
you are personally responsible 
for members of your family be­
tween 16 and 21 who hold 
driver’s licences, and that you 
can withdraw ybur consent.” 
“Far too many teenagers go 
wrong trying to support a car,”
Cons Paper 28%
















A. V. Roe 12%
Steel of Can 47
Trans Mtn. PI 57%
Walkers 74%
West Ply. • 10%
M ayor And Aldermen 
Take Oath On Monday
Municipal officials in Kelowna, acclamation, 
Glenmore and Peachland, elected along with
to office last month, will, be of­
ficially sworn in at ceremonies 
at three different council chamb­
ers Monday afternoon.
The afternoon oaths of office 
ceremonies is required under 
the new municipal act, pro­
claimed last summer. Previously 
in Kelowna, new aldermen and 
mayor would take the oath of 
office in the morning of the first 
Monday after January 1.
Justice of the peace E. M. Car- 
ruthers will officiate ns the oath 
of office is taken in the Kel­
owna council chamber by Mayor- 
elect R. F. Parkinson -and Aid. 
J. A. Treadgold and Aid. R. D. 
Knox, both of whom were re­
elected, and by Ald.-elect 
Dennis Crookes.
Ceremonies begin at 2:30 p.m 
The meeting will adjourn later 
for a regular council meeting at 
8 o’clock that night the usual 
time of the regular weekly pub­
lic meetings.
SCHOOL BOARD 
Also to be sworn in at the Kel­
owna ceremony will be C. E. 
Slnden, re-elected chairman of 
the board of trustees of School 
District 23.
At Glenmore, Reeve P. R. 
Moubray, who was re-elected by







The oaths will be administered 
by James Hayes, municipal 
clerk.
F. Ivor Jackson will be in­
stalled as the new reeve of 
Peachland Monday afternoon at 
the Peachland municipal chamh- 
bers. Also to be sworn in with 
him will be Councillor A. E. 
Miller, Councillor Harry Birke- 
lund (for only one year), Council­
lor-elect G. W. Hawkesley and 
R. A. Miller 
R. A. Miller was appointed bq 
the municipal council nt Peach­
land because there still was a 
vacancy to fill after nominations 
closed Dec. 2. Only three names 
were proposed for the four 
vacancies in the council.
Supplied by 
Okanagan Investments Limited 
280 Bernard Avenue, 
Kelowna, B.C.
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5th Victory Loan 
3% due 1959 95.15 99.30
6th Victory Loan 






"B u ffe r Zones" 
To Stymie W ar
Said Urgent 
For
Continued front Page 1
Tuesday. During the last three 
d a y s ,  T ubs has reported only the 
path of Sputnik II, launched Nov.
3 with the space dog Lalkn.
A Tho Russians announced last 
Monday that tho first satellite 
was expected to enter the dense 
areas of the atmosphere and 
would conijo to exist Jan, 1.
In Canberra, Australia, Dr.
Prxybylskl said Thursday Sputnik 
r  already may have fallen Into 
the earth's atmosphere and dlsln- 
v tegrated. Tho astronomer sold the 
\ aluminum shell of the 23-inch snt 
ditto would evaporate ns It dc 
scended and probably not even 
, fragments w o u l d  reach ' tlx 
earth's surface.
ONLY 188 MILES UP 
The Toss announcement of the 
coming end of the Sputnik said 
„. thc orbit of the sphere had not- 
' lceably. r e d u c e d .  Maximum 
height of the orbit) then was IN) 
miles compared ytlih the 580 
miles when it was launched.
By midnight an New Year’s 
Eve, Sputnik I Would have circ­
led the earth times cover­
ing a distance of about 41,800,000! Is worth 
miles, 1 times.”
LONDON (CP) — A former 
Canadian member of Parliament 
cites a chapter of Canadian^ his­
tory to support arguments favor­
ing n buffer zone free of nuclear 
arms In West Germany and Rus­
sia’s satellites In Eastern Europe.
tn n letter to The New States­
man, Elmore Phllpott, former 
Liberal MP for Vancouver South
who \yas defeated In the Juno 10 
general election, r e c a l l s  tho 
agreement more than a century 
ago between Britain and the 
United States barring warships 
from the Great Lakes, 1 
He says n war between the 
two countries appeared Imminent 
when the Rush-Bagot Treaty was 
signed.
“That ‘inevitable’ war never 
tnine off because, In the nick of 
time, the British and American 
governments agreed on a purely 
localized disarmament a g r  c e ­
ment," Phllpott writes.
"In the* end, tho scnslhle prin­
ciple, applied at first' for reasons 
of mutual expediency to the,In­
land Jakes, was extended from 
Atlantic to Pacific. 1
"Surely thi* f e r m p l *  which 
worker! so well to avert one ’In­
evitable' war in ,th'c 19th century 
































Alberta Gas 12% 13
Can Delhi 5% 5%
N. Ont. Gas 8% 9%
Trans Canada C 20% 21%
W. Coast V.T. 23% 24%
BANKS
Commerce 40% 40%
Imperial 43% 45 ,
Montreal 38% 39
Nova Scotia 51 51%
Royal 57 57%
Tor. Dom. 38% ■ 39
O T T A W A
B O N D  Q U O T A T IO N S
7th Victory Loan
3% due 1962 96.45
8th Victory Loan
3% due 1963 .. 95%
9th Victory Loan
3% due 1966 94%
Provincials
Manitoba Hydro 
5% due 1977 
Saskatchewan 
5% due 1977 
Ontario Hydro 
5% due 1965 
Ontario Hydro 








MONTREAL (CP) -— President 
Dougins Mncpherson of the Royal 
Automobile Club of Canada to­
day pointed to nn "enormous" 
need for more modern highways 
and parking places.
Speaking to the 54th annual 
meeting of the RAC, ho said:
"There are mounting innd' 
cquncies in highway development 
which spell heavy losses to our 
citizens through wasted time and 
fuel, excessive wear and tear on 
rolling stock and on human life 
ns well,"
Text of his remarks' was re­
leased in ndvnncc of delivery.
As population Increases and In­
dustrial ,nnd residential develop­
ment grows, ho said, so do the 
number and use of motor ve­
hicles.
"Up, to the present the Invest­
ments In basic community pre­
requisites, such os expressways 
and bridges, hnvo not kept pace 
with our mounting traffic needs."
Mr 'Mncpherson also referred 
to law enforcement and accident 
prevention. Something seemed 
wanting In safety programs, traf­
fic law« and methods of enforce­
ment. • ,
“Df*nit« preachings, pleadings
5% due 1964 102%
Ontario.
5% due 1975 105%
Corporations
Abitibi
4%% due 1966 96.00
B.A. Oil 
5%% due 1977 101.00
B.C: Electric 
5%% due 1977 102%
Home Oil 
5% due 1971 112.00
Woodward’s 
5% due 1977 104.00
Inland Nt, Gas 
5%% due 1977 108,00
Loblaw 
6% due 1077 113
Wcstcoast Tr. "C” 
5%% due 1988 108
Kelly Douglas 
6+ due 1077 10f%
97.00
103-
(Contiuned from Page 1) 
truth in this.
J. W. Pickersgill (L- Bonavista- 
Twillingate) asked whether the 
government w o u l d  consider 
abandonment of its 15 per cent 
plan.
Mr. Fleming said no. There 
was no connection at all between 
the two matters.
Actions speak louder than 
words,” .Mr. Pickersgill said.
SEEK MODIFICATION
Harold Winch (CCF-Vancouver 
East) asked whether the govern­
ment had considered restricting 
imports of American refined 
petroleum.
Mr. Fleming would not say 
that any thought had been given 
in particular to this suggestion.
He added that he hopes the 
U S. will modify its policy. This 
would be preferable to retalia^ 
tion by Canada.
Mr. Winch asked whether the 
government would consider de­
velopment <of Canadian refin 
eries if .negotiations with the 
U S. failed.
Speaker Roland Michener ruled 
the question hypothetical and 
consequently out of order.
Lionel Chevrier (L-Montreal 
Laurier) asked whether the gov­
ernment contemplates any other 
action beyond the.formal protest.
Mr. Fleming said the govern­
ment has given po thought to any 
specific action.
At another point, in reply to 
questions by Mr. Martin, he said 
the government has no assurance 
that the U.S. won’t impose higher 
tariffs on Canadian lead and 
zinc.
Walter Tucker (L-Rosthern) 
suggested that Canada ask the 
U.S. to negotiate a binding 
treaty so that the U.S. would 
have to stick to its general 
statements of co-operation with 
Canada.
NO IMPROVEMENT
Mr. Fleming said he could not 
see that this would be an im­
provement over current Can­
adian protests. The U.S. Congress 
would have to approve such a 
treaty.
Pleading guilty to a charge of 
driving Christinas Eve while his 
ability was impaired by alcohol, 
Mathew Frank Bleile, 35, was 
fined $125 and $6.50 costs, and 
had his driver’s licence suspend­
ed two weeks.
Convicted in magistrate’s court 
on a charge of driving while his 
ability was impaired by alcohol, 
Jerry Frank Nelson was fined 
$150 and costs.
Charged In district court with 
failing to stay on -her own side 
of the highway, Pearl Shelby 
pleaded guilty and was fined $25 
and costs. Charge arose from an 
accident on Knox Mountain road.
Sequel to a motor accident at 
Ellison came in district police 
court Tuesday when Lars Gustav 
Tuovila pleaded guilty to a .charge 
of driving without due care and 
attention and was fined $25 and
COStSk
Failure to stop at a stop sign on 
Highway 97 at Leathead Road in 
Rutland cost Ronald Taylor a fine 
of $10 and costs in district court.
U N  Secretary 
Urges Caution 
In World Views
UNITED NATIONS. N^Y.. (CP) 
Dag Hammarskjold. United Na­
tions secretary-general, says the 
anti-Western attitude of the re­
cent Cairo conference of Afro - 
Asian delegates should "not be 
interpreted as a sign that we live 
in a world which must come to 
clashes."
The roots of what newspapers 
had called “anti - Westernism" 
were well-known to all, he told a 
press conference Thursday> but 
that kind of reaction was not thqj 
same as a “bellicose and expan-; 
sionist mentality which creates; 
an immediate danger of war." j
Asked about reports that he i 
might have a role in trying to 
bridge the gap-between East and 
We?t, he said it is “quite obvious 
that this is a case where the 
United Nations machinery and 
other diplomatic machinery is at 
the service of governments.”
A FTER  CHRIS!




ANGEL FOOD CAKE SET 
MILK SHAKE SET
Toys that will give lasting fun 
for your children 
Made of unbreakable, 'rust­
proof aluminum. These toys 
can be heated
REDUCED FROM
3.00 to 1 .9 8
They're a real bargain
L O N G
SUPER DRUGS LTD .
“Where All Kelowna Saves"
Charged in district court with 
wilful damage by breaking off 
a speed limit sign on Highway 97 
near Five Bridges, George 
Walker, 19, pleaded guilty and 
was fined $15 and $4 costs.
Get New  Rifle
VICTORIA (CP) — New FN 
rifles are being issued the First 
Battalion, Princess Patricia’s 
Canadian Light Infantry at Work 
Point Barracks.
The weapon, designed in Bel­
gium, will keep personnel busy 
for weeks learning about it.
Advantage of the weapon over 
the Mark IV, previous issue rifle, 
is that it’s both automatic and 
semi-automatic and increases the 
fire power of infantrymen.
108%
103.00
Output of*-Christmas cards in 
Britain , alone reaches nn es­
timated 700,000,000 n year.
and threats, the Scourge of ncci 
dents, personal Injuries, fatalities 
nnd property damage continue* 
to plagtie tho highways."
GREAT RTATUR
The famed statue known as the 
Colossus of Rhodes, completed 





OTTAWA (CP)—Defence Min 
Istcr G, R. Pcnrkes indicated to­
day the government will reduce 
purchases of defence mntcrlnl In 
the United.States nnd order more, 
from Canadian factories,
He snid in the Commons thrit 
every effort Is being mndc to en­
sure that there will be no con­
tinuation of practices such ns de­
scribed by a retired senior RCAF 
officer.
Group Cnpt. C, B, Llmbrlck, 
who retired In 1956 ns RCAF di­
rector of guided missiles nnd spe­
cial weapons, wrote In a recent 
magazine nrtlcle that the ll.fi. Is 
hampering and even blocking de­
fence co-operation, between Can­
ada nnd the U,8. He cold at one 
point:
'T know of many millions of 
•foliar* worth or,'m ade In lf.fi ' 
equipment that iKhclng Used In 
Canada by U.S. and Canadian 
forces that could have been pro­
duced here home.
LONDON (CP)—Nikita Khriislv 
chcv says he hopes the nngel of 
peace will hoyer over the earth 
in 1958, nnd pot tho demon 0! 
war.
The Soviet Communist pnrty 
chief made what almost added up 
to a prayer for peace In n toast 
of friendship to the “wonderful 
American people" nt n New 
Year’s r e c e p t i o n  In Moscow 
Thursday night.
His toast ns reported by Mos 
cow radio:
"I proiwsc n toast for Amcr 
icn, for the wonderful American 
people, for President Eisenhower, 
a toast to have America nnd the 
U.s.S.lt, rench agreement on 
abolishing the cold war, to hnvo 
the angel ref peace oyer us nnd 
not the demon of war."
Ho vowed that Russia’ will do 
all It can to ensure world )>cncc
SYLVANIA TV
with
i ia l o l ig h t
Give* your .eyes V  re­
laxing change. Recom­
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BUY BOOK TICKETS AND SAVE
The hilarious G. I. story FILMED ENTIRELY
O FPv \  
LIMITS!







w T H E  S C EPTR E 
A N D  T H E  M A C E ''
The Queen’s visit to Canada and the 
United States — in glorious color . 
(Evenings Only)
v ..
Twice Nightly — 7:00 and 9:15 
Saturday Continuous from 1:00 — Cartoon*
COMING MONDAY — DOUBLE BILL
MR. ROCK AND ROLL 
SHORTCUT TO HELL *
ALL the Thrilling
M J t t i t V  to 
Your Front 
Door Daily
— by n hustling carricr-boy 
who make* It hb buxines* to 
speed delivery of today's new* 
to your homo — on time, rain 
or thine. Ilo alms to moke 
his Bcrvlco please youl
The D a ily
•  NOTHING E Q U A L S  
your daily newspaper for 
bringing you the FU LL 
STORY of all that happens 
here a t home and around 
the world! Each day, It 
enables you to "READ all 
about it” and J3EE latest 
photos of top events and 
people in the nows, a t the 
same time!
WHAT'S MORE, it brings 
you last-m inute news of 
sports, fashions, business, 
m a r k e t s ,  am usorpents, 
health, education, rpligion, 
anil all the other important 
apd interesting topics of 
today. As well as tho finest 
newspaper features to In­
form and entertain every­
one in your hornet
IF YOU are not taking* 
this newspaper regularly, 
hotter hall the boy who 
serves your neighbeffs, oif 
phono our office t4|  start 
daily delivery at onco. It's 
too exciting a newspaper, 
too great a feature-treat, 
too help fu l a shopping 
guide, for your family to 
m iss read ing  Jt EACH. 
DAY!
